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ABSTRACT
In the dissertation, i t  is  seen that every probability 
measure with p-th moment on a complete, separable metric 
space can be viewed as a distribution of a metric space 
valued random variable, Between such random variables 
there exists an Lp-distance, and by finding the infimum 
of the Lp-distances between two types of random variables, 
i t  is possible to define a distance between distributions. 
I t  is  seen that this distance can serve as a complete 
metric on the space of probability measures with p-th 
moment.
The topology produced is  shown to be equivalent to 
the topology of weak convergence of measures with con­
vergence of moments. A closed embedding of th is space 
into the space of f in ite  measures with the weak convergence 
topology is produced and used to transfer Prokhorov's 
theorem on tightness and relative compactness to the new 
setting.
Other results , including a computational method for 
the case 1 <_ p <_ * on the set of real numbers are also 
detailed and proven.
iv
INTRODUCTION
In general, central lim it theorems speak about sums 
of independent random variables converging to gaussian 
distributions. This non-specific description leads 
naturally to the question of what i t  should mean for a 
random variable to be "close" to a gaussian distribution.
A rather naive answer to th is  would be that a random 
variable is  "close" to gaussian distributions i f  there is  
a gaussian random variable "close" to i t .  I f  the 
variables in question have p-th moment the Lp-metric on 
the random variables can be used to give definition to 
the term "close". One may define the "distance" of a 
random variable from gaussian distributions as the 
infimum of the Lp-distances from i t  to gaussian distribu­
tions. Under the conditions that the domain of the random 
variables is  atomless, and the range is  a separable, 
complete metric space i t  w ill be seen that this infimum 
"distance" depends only on the type of distribution. 
Generalizing this concept, i f  y and v are distributions 
one can define dp(y,v) as the infimum of the Lp-distances 
between random variables of type y and random varied?les 
of type v.
Theorem 2.1 essentially shows that a l l  atomless 
probability spaces produce the same distributions and 
generate the same complete dp-metric on this space of 
distributions.
Although, i t  is  not widely used, the Lp-space concept 
can easily be extended to random variables with ranges in 
a metric space. Chapter 1 defines and shows basic 
properties of such an extension.
The relationship between the dp-metric and weak
convergence is explored in Theorem 3.1 where convergence 
+0
in the dp-metric is  seen to be equivalent to simultaneous 
weak convergence and convergence of moment. Also, the 
map p*Md(e,m)]P dp(m) is  shown to be a closed embedding 
of probability measures with p-th moment at e into the 
set of f in ite  measures with the weak convergence topology.
Corollary 3.2 of Theorem 3.1 uses the embedding to 
transfer Prokhorov's theorem on tightness and relative 
compactness to the setting of the dp- metric.
By placing a metric on product spaces. Theorem 3.2 
is able to show that a collection of joint distributions 
is relatively compact when both collections of projection 
distributions are relatively compact. Corollary 3.3 to 
this theorem shos that the dp-metric is  actually a 
minimum.
v i
The d^-raetric has been seen to be equivalent to a 
linear functional norm on spaces of Lipschitz functions 
in the Kantorovich - Rubinstein theorem. An original proof 
of th is theorem is  presented in chapter IV.
Chapter V provides a means of computing the 
dp-distances for measures on the real line by use of 
inverse distribution functions, as well as providing 
counterexamples to show that the technique is  not easily 
extended to more general settings.
v i l
CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARIES
1.1 Definition and Symbol Conventions 
The le t te r  "M" will always denote a complete, separable 
metric space, and the le tte r  NdN will always denote i t s  
metric.
If  ASM and r>0 then
Ar ■ {roeM| for some a c A, d(a,m) <r} 
and Ac = {mcM| m^A) ■ M-A.
The pair (ft,P) w ill always denote a probability space 
where P is  the measure. The symbol B(ft,M) names the set 
of random variables from ft to M. I f  xeB(ft,M), then Px will 
denote the Borel measure on M defined by PX(G) -  P[x- 1(G)]. 
I f  meM, ftm£B(ft,M) will be defined by ftm(w) ■ m for every 
weft, i f  x,yeB(ft,M) and r>0, le t
tX,Y]r « fo>| d[X{<o) , Y(w) ]<r J
E(td(X,Y)]P) i f  0<p<l 
[E< [d(X,Y)]P)]H> i f  1<P<» 
inf •{ 0 < r<» | P([X,Y]r ) * 1} i f  p -»
Por 0 <p£» le t 
Lp(ft,M) - {XeB(ft,M) | for some meM, dp(ftTO,X)< «}
Let dp(X,Y)
1
21.2 A Simplification for the Case o<p<l 
When proving results concerning "dp”, with the use of 
a new metric space, i t  is  often possible to avoid extra 
arguments which would result from the different definition 
for 0 <p<l.
If 0<p<l, from the pair (M,d) define a new pair {M^ ,d*) 
M1 -  M and dl(mi,m2 ) ■ [d(mi,m2 >]p. I t  is  well known, that 
for a,blO  and 0 <p<lf (a + b)p i  aP + bp, thus one gets 
d1 (mi,m2) “ Ed(m1 ,m2) ]p i  [d(m1 ,m2) + d(m3 ,m2) ]p 
i  ld(m1 ,m3) 1P + [d(m3 ,m2 ) ]p « d^fm^m-j) + d1 (m3 ,m2) .
I t  is  t r iv ia l  to see that d1 sa tisfies  the other properties 
of a metric. By dealing with in (M,d) for e in (M^d1) 
i t  is  easy to establish that the two spaces are topologi­
cally equivalent and have the same Cauchy sequences. From 
these two conditions one can conclude that (M ,^d )^ is 
separable, B(ft,M) “ B(fl,M^ ) , and (M ,^d )^ is  complete.
(X,Y) -  E ld^X ^)] -  E ( [d(X,Y) ]p) -  dp(X,Y) 
Therefore, when proving a result on "dp” with the 
premise that M is a complete, separable metric space, the 
resu lt for dp for 0 <p<l follows from the proof for d3.
1.3 Properties of dp and Lp(ft,M)
Lemma 1.1 I f  0<p<<»and X,Y,Z £ B(ft,M) then 
<i) dp (X,Y) > 0
tii)  dp (X,X) «0
3( ii i) dp(X,Y) -  dp(Y,X)
(iv) dp(X,Y) < dp(X,Z) + dp(Z,Y)
(v) I f  X(Y c Lp(fl,M) then dp(X,Y)< *
(vi) I f  xeLp((2rM) and dp(X,Y) < ®
then Y£ Lp(H#M)
Proof
( i ) , ( i i ) , and ( il l)  follow tr iv ia lly  from similar 
properties for "d". For (iv) , i f  l<p<<*> one can use the 
triangle inequality on "d" and Minkowski's inequality to
get dp<X,Y) * [E([d(X,Y)]P)  < [E{ [d(X,Z) + d(Z,Y) ]P)  ]H>
< I E ( [d(X,Z)]P)  ftp + [E([d(Z,Y)]P)  f t  -  dp{X,Z) + d p(Z,Y). 
The case 0<p<l now follows by sec. 1.2.
For p *<», one again uses the triangle inequality to
observe [X,Z]r i ft tZ,Ylr 2  c  tX,Y]r i + r 2 .
I f  P(tX,Z]r i ) *P([Z,Y]r2) - 1  then
P<[X,Z]r i n Cz rY] r 2) -  1 -  P( [XfY]r + r ) 
from which i t  is  easily seen that 
d„<X,Y) < doo (X, Z) + d»(Z,Y).
To show (v) le t  XrY Lp(Il,M), then there exists 
m^ scM such that dp(nm,X)<ao and d p ( f i g , Y ) <  *. Clearly, 
dp(nm#ns) * d(m,s) for l<p<.« and dp(fim,na) -  [d(m,s)]p 
for 0<p<l. Thus dp(ftm,ns><« . By (iv) 
d p ( X , Y )  _< d p ( X , n m) + dptn^fis) + d p ( n a , Y ) < ~  since a l l  
three terms are < » . (vi) follow even more simply from 
(iv ). Let X cLp((l,M) and meM such that dp(ftin,X) < " • 
<*p(fim»Y)< dp( f l ro,X)  + dp ( X, Y)  thus i f  d p ( X , Y ) < « ,
4dp(flm,Y) <c° and Ye Lp(fi,M)
Lemma 1.2 I f  0<p£» and (Xi)_ Lp(n,M) is  a sequence such 
that for every e >0 there exists N<°° with the property that 
for every i , j  dp (Xi,Xj)<e then there exists YeLp (fi,M)
such that lim dp(Xn,Y) -  0.
Proof
The above conditions on {X^ } insure that la te  members 
of the sequence are close to the members which follow them, 
thus one can pick a sub sequence {Yi> such that 
dp(Yi, Yi+1)< 4- i .
Since M is complete, i f  d(Yi(aj), Yi+i(ai))< » then 
the sequence Y^ (a>) will be Cauchy and hence converge to 
some member of M. To see that this happens almost every­
where, le t  B n  -  { o j s  d [Yi ( 41) , Y i + i ( o > )  1 _> 2 “ n } . I f  l< p < c o  then 
P ( B n ) ( 2 - n ) P  < ' B n [ d < Y n , Y n + l )  ) p d P  < I d p ( Y n , Y n + 1 ) ] p < ( 4 " n ) P .  
Thus, P(Bn)< 4 " n P - 2 n p  - 2 “ n P  < 2 " n ,  and P(Bi )< 1.
I f  p - - th e n  P(Bnc) -  P ( [Yn,Yn + 1  ] 2-n) -  1, since 
2 n >4 n >(3^  ([Y^,Yi+i])^ Therefore, P(Bn) " 0 and
Z P(Bi) -  0. 
i - 1
By the Bore 1-CanteHi lemma, almost a l l  u are in at
most fin ite ly  many Bn which gives
P({w| Z dlYitto), Yi+i(aj)]< »>) -  1 
i - 1
and shows that Yn (to) exists almost everywhere. Pick
meM and le t  Y(w) -  ^im Yn(u) i f  the limit exists
m otherwise
5By the conditions of the lemma, for any e>0 there 
exists N< * such that i f  i r j^ N  then dp(Xi,Xj)<». I f ,  for 
this N, i t  can be seen that for every i_>N, dp(Xi,Y)£ e , 
then clearly lim dD(Xn,Y) ■ 0.
n-K« F
To see this when l<p<», use Fatou's lemma to conclude 
E(l i jJ<i n f [d(Xi ,Yk) ]P < U jjjinf EdafXi.Y^lP)
-  l i i f J n f I'3p<Xi.’fk)]P < ep-
Since for sufficiently large k, ® Xj where j>N (Yk) 
converges to Y almost everywhere so 
E( [d(Xi,Y) ]P)  - inf [d(Xi,Yk) ]P)  < e P
which shows that dp(Xi,Y)^ e .
To obtain this result for p * ® one needs to show that 
for any 6>0 P([X^,Y]e+g) ■ 1. For large k, d00(Xi,Yk)< e 
so P( [X£,Yk]e) ■* 1 from which one sees that 
PUYk,Y]6 n lXi,Yk]e) -P([Y k,Y]5).
By the triangle inequality,
tYk , Y ] 6 n  [ X i , Y k ] e C [ Xi ^Yl e+f i
so for large k, P( [Xi ,Y)e+6) > P{ [Yk,Y^ .
Since Yk converges to Y almost everywhere
p<kQi A |xj ' y] > - 1 *°
Jim p([Yk,Y]fi) -  1 which gives 
P([Xi ,Y]£+6) -  1 and thus d«(Xi,Y)£ e.
By lemma 1.1 (v i) , dp(Xi,Y)£ e <« also shows that 
Yc Lp(ft,M) to complete the proof for the case •
The case 0<p<l follows from the case p * 1 as seen 
section 1 . 2 .
CHAPTER I I
THEOREM 2.1
2.1 Atomless Probability Spaces 
As indicated in the introduction, when dealing with 
distributions i t  is  convenient to assume that the domain 
space is atomless. A probability space (ft,P) is said to 
be atomless i f  for every measurable subset A ft such that 
P {A) > 0, there must always exist a measurable subset C such 
that CCA and 0<P(C)<P(A). This is  not a sever restriction 
as indicated by the fact that most Gaussian random vari­
ables domain. The u ti l i ty  of th is restric tion  stems 
entirely from the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 I f  (ft,P) is  an atomless probability space, A
a measurable subset of ft, and {a^} a sequence of non-
00
negative real numbers such that P(A) then there
exist a collection of mutually d isjo int measurable sets 
(a  ^ such that PtA^ -  and AaC A for i>^  1 .
Proof
Partially  order the measurable subsets of A as follows. 
D < c i f  and only i f  D « C or D C and P(D)< P(C).
7
8By the Hausdorf maxiroality principle, there exists a
maximal chain, Q, for this ordering,
P. is a one-to-one function for i f  D,C cQ and D^C 
Q
then either D<^C in which case P{D)<P(C) or C£D and 
P(C)<P{D) thus P(C) ft P(D>. Let f -  P
Q
The proof of the lemma will result from showing that 
[0, P(A)]C P(Q) which will enable one to define as
¥(ai) and A^  as T(a^+,..+ai) - Y (a^ + . .  . +a^-l) 
f or i>2 .
To see that P maps Q onto [0,P(A)] le t  t  e [0,P(A)].
Ql « {DeQ | P(D)< t}, Q2 « (DeQ | P<D)^t.}
t* » sup {P (D) [DeQxJ^ t* « inf{p(D) | D Q2 >
F -  U D and E ^ D .
DeQ! dgQ2
From the definition of and maximality of Q i t  is  clear
that either OeQ or OeP(Q) thus OeP(Q). Similarly
P(A)e P(Q). From this one can see that Qi ft 0 thus
t * £ t  and B ft 0 thus t^ t*  . Also i t  is  clear that
Q * Q|UQ2 and FCE .
I f  t*eP(Qx) then F « Y(t*) and P(F) -  t*. I f
t* 4 p(Qi) then there exists an increasing sequence { tj}
such that ^  -  t*.
F -  iliY tti)  so P(F) -  l i S P l i . i
Therefore, P(F) ■ t*. Using similar arguments one can 
conclude that P(E) ■ t*.
9Claim If  G is measurable and FCGCE then P(G)eP(Q).
Proof
Assume P(G)$P(Q).
Let DeQ, If  DeQ, then DcFcG so P(D)j^ P{G) , but 
P(D)^P(G) since P(D)ep(Q) thus P(D)<P(G) and D<G.
By similar arguments one can conclude that i f  DeQ2 then 
G<JD. Therefore, i t  is seen that Q (G) is  a chain, and 
the maximality of Q can be uBed to conclude that Ge C.
This yields the contradiction P(G)eP(Q) and establishes 
the cla im .///
Now assume t*<t* which implies that P{E-F) -  t*-t*> 0, 
Since ft is atomless find Hce-F such that 0<P(H)< t* -t* . 
Clearly, FeFuH<E so P(F H) e P(Q) but 
P(F H) -  P(F) + P(H) - t* + P(H) > t* 
so P(FifH) is too large to be in P(Q^). Also,
P(FOH) -  t* + P(H) <t* + t* - t*  -  t*
so P(FUH) is too small to be in P(B). However,
P(Q) - P(Qi)UP(Q2 > s o  P (FLlH) eP (Q) and a contradiction 
has been reached from which one can conclude that t*_< t* . 
Since t*< t  <t*, one gets t* -  t* * t .  The claim can be 
used again to get P(F) * t* * teP(Q) which completes the 
proof that [0, P(A) ]c P(Q)
10
2.2 Statement and Proof of Theorem 2.1
The type of distribution associated with a random 
variable is identified by the measure i t  creates on the 
range space. With this in mind, le t  P[Lp(n,M)] ■
{Px| x£l*p(n,M)}. In accordance with the idea of le tting  
the dp-distance between random variables define the 
distance between distributions le t  clp(y,v) * 
inf {dp(X,Y)| XAye Lp(fi,M), Px * y, Py -  v)
As indicated in the introduction, P[Lp(fi,M)] and dp will 
not depend on (fi,P).
Xp(M) * (y|y is  a fiorel, probability measure on M and for 
some m^ eM, /  [ d(mo,m)  ] P  dy(m)<v> i f  0 <p<», or 
y[b(mg:r)] * 1 for some r<« i f  p * does not use (fl,P) 
in i t s  definition. The concept of marginal probabilities 
can be used to obtain a distance function with no reference 
to (3,p). Leti^ and n2 be the projections onH xH then 
define c l p ( y , y )  ■ inf ( I Y p  is the dp-pseudo metric
for some Borel, probability measurer on HxN, with 
Yiri *y and Ytt2 “ v -^
Theorem 2.1 If  0<p_<°° and (n,P) is  an atomless probability 
space then P[Lp(ft,M)] = Xp(M), 3p * dp, and the pair 
[Xp(M), dp] is a complete metric space.
Proof
First i t  w ill be seen that (PtLp(a,M)], dp) is  a 
complete metric space then establishing the two equlities
11
of the theorem will establish the final result.
Clearly, dp(V,v) -  3p <v,y) and 3^,1*) * 0. I f  
y,v e P[Lp(ft,M)J then by lemma 1.1 part (v) and the 
definition of 3p i t  is clear that 3p ( y , v ) <  80 . By the 
change of metric space argument from section 1 . 2  the case 
0<p<l does not need to be considered. The following two 
lemmas will be used to establish the remaining properties 
and equalities.
Lemma 2.2 I f  (fi^,pl) is  a probability space, l^p^00, e >0, 
y,ve p1 [Lp(ftl,M)], and for some measurable subset A _M, 
y (A) - v (A) ■ 6>0 then
dp(y,v)_> e6 >^ where 6 ^ "  -  1 and is to (n^,P^) as
dp is to (fl,P) .
Lemma 2.3 I f  (n1,?1) is  a probability space, l^p^ 00 , e>0,
X ,^Y*e Lp(n ,^M) and Xe Lp(fl,M) such that Px -  Px then there
exists Ye Lp(ft,M) such that P y  • P y  and
dp(X,Y) < dJtX^Y1) + e .
The property that dp(y,v) >0 when yj*u follows from
lemma 2.2. Since every fin ite  Borel measure on a complete,
separable metric space is regular, i f  y(F) -  v(F) for
every closed set y«v . Thus i f  y v for some closed set
F, y(F) ft v(F). Without loss of generality le t  y(F) > v(F). 
00
F -  i - 1  PV n and since this is the intersection of a tower,
v(F) -  lim v(Fi/n ). Therefore, for some a>0 v(Fa) < y<F) 
n-w» *
so y(F)-v(Fa)> 0. Using lemma 2.2, one gets
Vp
dp<M,v) >a [y{F)-v(Fa) ] > 0 aa desired.
To show the triangle inequality for P[Lp(ft,M)], 
le t  y,v,y£p[Lp(H,M)] and e>0. By the definition of 
Sp(M,v) and 9p(v,Y) there exist X,Y,Y^,Z1 e Lp(P,M) such 
that dp(y,v) + e < dp{X,Y) , clp(y,v) + e dptY^Z1)
P X “  V ,  Py -  v *  Py*, and Pz' -  y  .
By lenma 2.3 there exists ze Lp(&,M) such that 
dp(Y,Z) < dp(Y* ,Z*) + e and Pz “ Pz ' -  Y. 
dp(M,y) £ dp(X,Z) _< dp(X,Y) + dp(Y,Z)
< clp(y,v) + c + dptY1^ 1) + e
dp(y,v) + e + dp(p,v> + £ + E .
Since c can be a rb itrarily  small clp(VJ,v).i3p(l1fv) + 3p(y,v), 
and i t  is shown that dp is  a metric.
To see that dp is  complete le t  {yj.} be a Cauchy 
sequence in P[Lp(ft,M)]. Find (v i) , a subsequence, such 
that cTp{vif vi+1)< 2_ i *
By the definition of dp, for each i  find a pair 
Xi f Yi Lp(fi,M) such that dptX ^*) < 2p(vi,vi+l) + 2_i < 2" i + 1
pXi " vi '  PY± * vi+l*
Let «■ and by lemma 2.3 inductively construct a 
sequence  ^ such that dp(Zi,Zi+i>< dp(Xi,Y£> + 2“^+^
and PZ i+ 1  -  PYi -  v1+1>
I f  j>i>N th e n  dp ( Z i , Z j H  E dp lZk« Zk+1>
13
By the proof of lemma 1.2 there exists Z such that 
dp(ZN*z>± 2 ” N +3 so ap(VN,Pz)± dpUNfZ)^ 2 _ n + 3  and i t  is 
seen that converges to Pz thus fy^ converges to Pz
making dp complete.
To see that
P[Lp (n,M) ] CXp(M)
le t Px eP[Lp(fi,M) ] where XeLp(£l,M)
dp(Xi ,nm0) < °°
for some ro^ EM, thus i f  1£ p< 00
i d p t x ^ n p  -  B i i d t x ^ u P )
■ / [d(X(w) , itiq) ]PdP(w) « / [d(m,mQ)JpdPx(m)< ~
and Pxe Xp(M) or if p ® "
p <lx 'nm0 ]dp (X'nn'0) + X) “ 1
thus PxIbtmQ: d p ( X , +1) ]  -  1 
and dp(X,n,,^) + 1 < *» 
so Px e Xoo (M) .
To see that Xp ( M) £  p [ L p ( f l , M ) ]  le t  y e Xp(M)  . <M,y) can
be considered as a probability space. The identity func­
tion I: M -*■ M is  a random variable and y -  yj. I f
1 < p < oo then there exists S e M such that 
/  [d(m,.S ) ]pdy (m) < » . Thus [d£(Mg,I> ]P <« where Ms is
a constant valued random variable in L p ( M r M) and dp is 
the pseudo-metric for L p ( M , M ) . Clearly, d p ( M g , I ) < 00 and 
yM0  *  Pf tB so by lemma 2 . 3  there exists Ye Lp( f t ,M)  such 
that Py « pj ■ y and i t  is seen that ye p [ L p ( n , M ) ] .
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If  p »» then there exists r<°° and se M such that 
p[b(s:r)] -  1. Again consider (M,p), I , and M.$ . 
p([I,Ms ]r ) -  y.(b(s:r)] -  1 so d«, (I,Mg)<^  r. As before, 
by lemma 2.3 one gets p e P [Lp(ft ,H)  . By combining the two 
previous results one gets PtLp(ft,M)] - Xp(M).
To show that clp * dp on Xp(M) x Xp(M) pick 
P»v e x p (M) -  P[Lp(ft,M)) and 0<e<» .
F irst, i t  will be seen that dp(p,v) <Bp(p,\>) + e 
which will show that dpi dp and that dp is  defined on 
Xp (H) x Xp(M).
Since \i ,v e P[Lp(n,M)] find X,Y e Lp(ft,M) such that
PX “ P» PY “ v and ^ptp#v)< dp(X,Y) + e .
Let Y: H + MxH be defined by ¥ (w) “ [X(o>) , Y (o>) ] ■ If
G and H are open sets in H then f"^(GxH) “ X (^G)flY"  ^ (H) 
a measurable set in ft, therefore is measurable and 
Py * y is a Borel, probability measure on MxM.
If A and B are measurable in H then 
P[ (X,Y) E A X B ] * P ((ir^f, it 6 AxB]
- Py (Y" 1  [ (tt ioY, 1 e A X B)
-  Py I (tt e A x  B] « y [ { t t x ,  tt2 ) e A x  B] from which i t
follows that <X,Y) has the same distribution on (H ,P) as 
( 2) has on (M x M,y ) , thus one may conclude that
Y* X ■ PX “ V 'Y" 2 ■ PY * V ' and 
Yp(7r l ' V  ■ dp(X,Y)< dp{p,v) + e.
Therefore dp(P ,v ) < y < 2) < dp(P ,v ) + e  .
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In showing that dp(y,v) _<dp(y,v) which finishes the 
proof that dp « dp, a slightly stronger result w ill be 
obtained that will appear as Corollary 2.1.
Since Xp(M) ■ P[Lp(ft,m)] there exists X such that 
Px ■ y. Let Z be any such random variable. Clearly, 
3p(y,v) £ inf {dp{Z,Y) | Py , so showing that
inf (dp(Z,Y)| Py * dp(y,v) is  enough to finish the
proof.
Let y be a Borel, probability measure on Mx M such 
that ytti = Ytt2 ** and Y pU i*^*  3p(y#v) +e.
(MxM,y) is  a probability space with random variables 
tti and tt2 * I't is easily seen that ^ 2  e Lp(MxM, M) .
By lemma 2.3 there exists W£ Lp(ft,M) such that Pw « v 
and dp{Z,W)< Yp^l*^) + e jcdp(y,v). + e + e . Therefore, 
inf {dp(Z ,Y) | PY -  v}_<dp<Z,W)< dp(y,v) + 2£ 
and by the arbitrary nature of e 
inf {dp(Z,Y)| Py -  v) < dp{y,v).
Proof of Lemma 2.2
Let X,Ye L^(fll,M) be such that Px *y and Py * v .
Let T - X"1 (A) - Y-^tAe)
P1(D> pi [X*1 (A) ] - pitY-itAg)] « pi(A) - Py(Ag)
-  y(A) - v(A£) -  6 > 0.
I f  a) e T then X(tii) e A and Y(ai) i Ac thus
dlX(«) ,Y(w) ] > e so a) i [X,Y]e .
For p x», the above shows 
rs{[x,Y]e)c so pl{ [X,Y]e) < l - p i f D ^  1 hence
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di (X,Y)_> e -  e 
For 1<^ p < » .
d£(X,Y) « [/(dtXU) ,Y(ftO ]) ]P dpl(a) ) \ X /
[ /(d[X(o)> , Y <o>) ])p dP1 (w) ] V 
[eP p 1 (r) ] 1 / P = e e^P .
Since d ^ ( x , Y )  _> efi^P for a ll  pairs as above 
dp(y,\>)>^  e 6 VP by definition of / / /
Proof of Lemma 2.3
First a stronger resu lt will be shown for special 
types of distributions.
Claim Under the premises of Lemma 2.3 i f ,  also, X*-(n*) , 
Y^tn1), and X (£2) are a ll  countable sets then there exists 
Y 3 uch that P1  ^ « Py  ^ dp(X,Y) -  dJtX^Y1), and Y(fl) is 
countable.
Proof
Let {mi }“ilBl -  X(D) U X1 (fil) U Y 1 (Cl1 ) and 
Ai . j  " x ,"1 (mi >n V'-l(mj).
n‘ ■ 0 <iVj<“ Ai . j  and Ai . J nAk,n - *  
unless i  « k and j -  n thus
1 -  *.(»•) -  Ai f j ) -  0<| ij<k P-(Ai#J).
If  l<p<“ then d£(X', Y') -  [Q< £ j<oo [dtra^raj) ]P1 (A^ j ) ]1/p 
and dl0D(X',Yl ) * inf {r| for every i , j  such that 
d(mi,mj).> r, P* (A^  ^) -  0>.
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Therefore, i f  l<p<», d£(X',Y') is determined by the 
numbers {P'(A| ^)} « {P(X'“2 (mi) Yr l (mj))}
X' (mi) -  U A* . so 1 P1 (A' 4)
1 j - 1  j*i i , j
* P'(X,"1 (mi )) -  P^,({mi}) -  px{{mi )) “ P(X"1 (mi ) ).
By lemma 2.1 one can find a collection {A^  j}°j*i whose 
members are mutually disjoint and such that 
PlAi , j )  * P1 (A’i j)  and A^j X“l(nii). Find such a 
collection for each i  > 1. Note that A^jf^ A|^n -  JS 
unless i  -  k and j » n so i t  is possible to define 
YCB (P,M) as follows
*<•> - { 3  o ^ , r  y  “ eAi-j
Let E " (o<i,j<« Ai,j)C then
p(E) - - i - 0<Lj<« p(am }
-  1 *o< ij<  -  p,(Ai , j ) - i - i - o .
Ai f j _ X_1 <mi ) Y“! (mj) . A ^ j  E
so PtAi^j)! P(X-1 (mi ) Y“l(mj) )< PtA^j ) + P(E)
-  P(Ai#j ) + 0 thus P(X-l{roi) Y"1 (mj>)
-  P(Aifj ) -P 'tA 'i  j )  - P ' ( X ' - 1 (mi ) Y *-! (mj)) .
The reasoning which showed that {P1 (Xr l(mi)f| Y' ^(mj))} 
determines d^tX^Y') will also show that 
(p(X“l(mi)O Y”1(mj))} determines dp(X,Y) and that 
dJtX'jYM -  dp(X,Y). Also, Y(n) -  (mi) SO Y(ft) is
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countable. By lemma 1.1 part (vi) YeLp(fi,M).
P y C ^ i ) )  »  P t Y * 1 ^ ) )  -  V - i j m i J n  X“ 1 ( m j ) ]
00 - oo
-  J l  P ( Y “ 1 (mi ) n  X-  ( m j ) )  -  j £ x P* I Y * "1 ( n i i j n  X * " 1 ( m:j )  ]
*  P  * y  |  ( { lUj ]  ) S O  P  y  I *  P y •
To deal with the general case for X, X*, and Y1 find
{aj} M which is  dense in  M. Let A^  « b (a i :E/ 4 ) and
i “
Ai+1 “ {*i+i> e/ 4 ” x-1 Ah* Clearly, M -  A± and
Aj_ Aj * 0 unless i  * j .  Define X£e B(ft',M) as follows
X^U) « i fXeX,_1(Ai ) and X1 eB(R,M) by
X^cd) -  a± ifwEX“1(Ai ). I f  X(w)e Ai then X(w)e b(ai ;£ / 4 ) 
and X^ (to) ■ a^ thus d(X(co) , X^ (oi))< e/4. From th is  i t  is  
easily  seen that dp(X,Xj)^ e/ 4 and similarly 
d£<X* ,X[)£ e/4 .
Note that both X (^fi) and X^(n*) are countable and 
contained in •
P t {a±>) -  P(X_J({a1})> -  P(X~1 (Ai ))
-  pjc(Ai* -  p*. (Ai> “ p*i<t8i »
8 0  Px2 ’  PV
By the non-specific nature of £/4 and x*, one can
see tha t random variables with counted)le ranges are dense 
in Lp(ft*,M). Find a collection of such variables lY^) 
such th a t dp(Y^,Y')< e / 2 i+3.
Use the claim to find Y^  such that <3p(X^ ,Y^ ) «dp(X|,Yi) 
Y^ (R) is  countable, and Py2 » PY2* Use the c^aim
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inductively to find a collection {Y^ such that dp(Yi,Yi+i>
■ dltYi/Yi+i)» Yi(n) is  countable, and P^t- Pv .
F i  Yi
Let i<j dp(Yi r Yj) < j i 1 dp(Yk,Yk+1)
k*l
* ( e / 2 ^ + 3  + e / 2 k + 4)  < t  e / 2k + 2  -  e / 2 i + 1 .
k-i K“i
By the proof of lemma 1.2, there exists Ye Lp(ft,M) 
such that dp(Y^ ,Y) <_ e / 2 i+l for a l l  i ^ l .
dp (X,Y)< dpCX^i) + dpU^Yj.) + dp (Yx,Y)
< e / 4  + d p ( x i , Y ^ )  + e / 4
< e / 4  + d p ( x ; x { )  + d p ( X * , Y ' )  +  d p {Y * ,  Y ^ ) + e / 4  
e / 4  + e / 4  + d p ( X \  Y ' )  + e / 1 6  + e / 4
< d^(X*,Y') + e .
All that remains to finish the lemma is to see that 
P 'Y. -  Py.
Assume P£ i j* P y .  By arguments used in showing that 
dp(y,v)> 0 when y^v one can conclude that there exists A
measurable in M and r>0 such that Py'(A) - Py(Ar ) ■ 5 > 0.
(Ar / 2>r/2 Ar 80 py»(A) “ p I(Ar/ 2)r/21.1 5 > 0 .
Find an i such that d^ )(Y^,Y, )< -j [y]
and dp(Y ,^Y) < j
By lemma 2.2, yj Py,(A) - Py* (Ar / 2) |
< d ; (v;.Y'> < § t y / p
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Thus | Py. (A) - p (Ar/2) | 1/p < [■§■]1/P and
- C<*r/2> < f
Similarly, Pyi (Ar/2) “ p y  I <Ar/ 2) r /2 ] < -|
80 f  + f  Py' (A) - + pYi<Ar/2> - py I <Ar/2>r/2>
*= Py* (A) - Py [ (Ar/ 2) r/ 2)^ 6 , a contradiction which denies
the assumption and produces the result Py< * Py to finish 
the proof.yj  j
I t  was mentioned in the introduction that the infinum 
of the distances between a random variable and gaussian 
random variables depended only on i t s  distribution. This 
can be seen from the more general result presented in 
Corollary 2.1.
Corollary 2.1 If  0<p<°“, (Sl,m) is an atomless probability 
space, xeLp(ft,m), and^c Xp{M) then 
inf (dp(X,Y) | Py - v } -  dp(Px,v) .
Proof
«  A
By theorem 2.1, particularly the proof that dp <_ dp, 
dp(Px,v) -  dp(Px,v)_< inf {dp(X,Y)iPy - v } <  dp(Px,v)
so inf {dp(X,Y) I Py -  ^ptPx, ) • / / /
CHAPTER I I I
CONVERGENCE AND COMPACTNESS
3.1 Xp(M) and Weak Convergence 
The topology of weak convergence of measures has been 
metrized by Prokhorov In [^p.160]. I f  p and v are measures 
on M the Prokhorov distance between them, L(p,v), can be 
described by L(p,v) * inf e> 0 | for every closed F in M 
p(F) <v(F£) + e and v(F)< p(Fc) + e . Each eeM can be 
associated with a function, $e, which maps Xp(M) into the 
set of measures on M as follows. I f  A is measurable in M 
then #e (P) (A) * /Ald(e,m)]P dp(m).
Among other uses, the next theorem will show that 
$e is an embedding.
Theorem 3.1 If 0<p<~ and fp^). C Xp(M) then the 
following conditions are equivalent.
n >  V > W  -  0
00
<ii) converges weakly to Ug and for every
eeM, / [d(e,m)]pdpn(m) - / [d(e,m)]pdpQ(m)
(ii i)  For every e^ M,
converges weakly to *
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2 2
(iv) For some seM,
converges weakly to *s (Po)
(v) converges weakly to pQ and for some
1 1m
sem, /[d(s,m>]PdPn <m) - / [d(s,m) ]PdP0 (m)
Proof
By the arguments in section 1.2, the case 0<p<l can 
be ignored. Let (ft,P) be an atomless, probability space
to have on hand to use in conjunction with the fact that
A —
^p “ p^*
To see that (ii) is a consequence of (i) pick e > 0. 
(o+l) / d H-m Ae r  ' * > 0  also, so from “ 0 i t  is  possible
to find N<" such that dp(Pi,P0 )< when i^N . If  F
is closed in M, by lemma 2.2 and theorem 2.1
eUitF) - y0 (Fe) | 1/P < dp(Pi,P0) * SptyirMo* < c <P+1^ P
Thus | (F) - U0 <Fr )| 1/P < eVp
so Iyi (F) - p 0 ( f e ) | < e
and y^{F) < + e .
Similarly, yQ(F)< Pi(Fe) + e so L(yi,p0) i  e - This gives 
ii® L{pn,pQ) -  0 and since L metrizes weak convergence
conver9es weahiy to Po-
If  eeM then Pn e X_ (M) .
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So by Corollary 2.1 
dp(p«e'Vii) - inf {dp(I2e ,Y) Jpy « yjL)
If  Py -  Vi  then dp(ne ,Y) « [ /[d(fie ,Y))PdP]1/p
-  [ /  ld(e, Y) ]p dP]1^  -  t/Ed(e,m)]P dPyCm)]1^
-  [ /[d(e,m)]P dpiEm)]1^ .
Therefore 3p(Pae »Pi) -  [ / [d(e ,m) JPdy  ^(m) ] ly^ P.
Since by t*1® triangle inequality
iiS  ^p<pfie ' yn> “
8 0  n ~  I d p t P « e ' U” l P  *  l V P V y ° , ] P  a n d
/[d(e,m) ]Pdlin,m) « /[d(e,m) ]P dUo<m).
Since e was an arbitrary member of M the two conditions 
of (ii) are established and i t  is  seen that (ii) is  a 
consequence of ( i ) .
The uniform integrability lemma which follows will be 
useful when either conditions (ii) or (v) are used as a 
premise.
Lemma 3.1 I f  aEM' x^ P-“ ' e>0' and
lig  /(d(a,m) ]PdPn(m) “ / [d(a,m) ]p dPn (m) then there exists 
a positive number N such that i f  i>N or i  ■ 0, then 
dptPi»P0)< e and^b(a:N)Q td(a,m) )P dpi(m)<€
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To see that ( i i i)  is a consequence of (ii) assume the 
oonditions ( i i ) . Let e£M and g a bounded, continuous 
function from M to the reals.
The next objective will be to show that
a®e^n^ * ^  d*e (v»o) which by the non-specific
natures of g and e will show that the sequence 
converges weakly to *e (y(j) for every eeM.
Towards this end pick £ > 0.
Since g is bounded find a positive number such 
that |g(m) [ for a ll  mcH. Since weak convergence is
equivalent to convergence in the Prokhorov distance, one 
can use lemma 3.1 to find a positive number N2 such that 
i f  i  ^N2 or i = 0 , then
A > ( e : N 2 ) c  I d ( e #m ) ] P  d y i ( m )  < e / S N ^ .
Therefore, i f  i^ N 2 or i « 0 ,
/ b ( e : N 2 ) c  Ed (e ,m)  ]P -  nP  d y ^ m )  < e / 3 N i .
The function, f(m) -  min {[d(e,m)]p, N^ } is  clearly 
bounded and continuous on M and, therefore, so is  
h(m) - f(m) - g(m) . Let u(m) - max (0, (d(e,m) ]p- N2P )- 
I t  is  easily seen that ufm)^ 0, f(m) + u(m) -  [d(e,m) )p, 
and i f  i .^N2 or i  ■ 0
/u(m) dy* (m) - /  , „ t [d(e,m) ]P- nJ* dy (^m) < e/3Nx.
A b (e sN2) c *
r i 00By the weak convergence of i . i  find such
that i f  i>^  N2 then | f h  dy  ^ - f h  dyQ | < e/3.
Let N -  max {N2 ,N2} and i^ _ N.
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By the definition of #e i t  should be clear that 
[/g dOgt^i) - / g d$e (y0)|
|/g(m)[d(e,m)]p dy^m) - /g(m)[d(e,m)Jpdy0(”01 
■ l/g(m) If(m) + u(m)]d yi(m) - /g(m) [f(m) + u(m)]d y0(m)| 
* |/g(m)f(m) dy^m) + /g(m)u(m) dy (^m)
- Sg(m)f(m) dyQ(m) - /g(m)u(m) dyg(m)]
<. l/g(m)f(ra) dyi (m) - /g(m)f(m) dy0 (m)|
+ 1/g(m) u(m) dy t^nOj + |/g(m)u(m) dyg(m)|
< |/h(m) dy ^  (m) - /h(m) dp0 (m)|
+ | /N^u(m) dyi (m)[ + dy (m) |
< £ / 3  + N1 /u(m) dy (^m) + /u(m) dyg (m)
< e / 3  + Nx E / 3 N !  + Nx e / 31*! ** e .
Thus, f g  d$e ty^) ■ f g  d$e (yg) from which condi­
tion ( ii i)  follows.
I t  is  obvious that (iv) is a consequence of ( i i i ) .
To see that condition (v) is  a consequence of
qD
condition (iv)f f i r s t  le t  seM such that (^ i))
A
converges weakly to $8 (yg), le t  g be a continuous and 
bounded function from H to the real numbers, and pick£> 0 . 
If  i t  can be seen that for some N< ®, | f g  dy^-Sg dyg| < e 
when i>N then { f g  dy^Jwill converge to f g  dyg from which 
the weak convergence of follows by the arbitrary
nature of g.
Let g(m) * g(m) - g(s) , then clearly g is also 
continuous and bounded and g(s) ■ 0. Since g varies from
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g by a constant and since both p^  and Pq are probability
measures, f g  dp  ^ - f g  dpQ « f g  dp^- f g  dpQ. Therefore, i t
will be enough to show that there exists N<~ such that
ij^N gives 1 f g  dp  ^ - f g  dpgl <e.
By the continuity of g find r>0 such that i f  neb (sir)
then -«/3<g(m)< e / 3 .
Define f a map from M into the real numbers by
f  r"P i f  m b(Bsr) 
f (m) ■ [d(s,m) ]”P otherwise
Clearly f is  bounded and continuous as is
h(m) -  f(m) • g(m) . Let u(m) be defined on M-{s) * (s}c
by u(m) = max ft), [d(s,m)1“P - r”P). I t  is  easily seen that
i f  ne(s}c then u(m) ^ 0 and f(m) + u(m) -  [d(s,m) ]“p.
At this point i t  will be helpful to explore some
properties of $S(P) i f  P e Xp(M).
Note f i r s t  that /{s}c g(m)u(m) d$s (p)<m)
" ^ * a(m)a(m) d*H(p)(m)
b (s:r) 8
+ / b(ssrjc g(m)u{m) d$s (p)(ro)
-  /b'(s!r)9(ro>u(m) d$s (y)(m) + /b ( s : r ) c ’°
■ ^ ( s ! r ) 9^ utin* d*8 (y){m>.
By the definition of $8,
/ {s}C 9(m) [d(s,m)]"P d*8 (p) (m)
-  / {s}C g(m)[d(s,m)]-P[d(s,m)]PdP(m)
“ / {8>c g*m* d w '
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Also, / {S}C g(m) [d(s,ra) ]“P d®8 (y)(m)
“ ^{sJ° tf(m) + u(m)] d®8 (y)(m)
-  /{s}C g  ( m )  f(m) d$8 (y) (m) + / { 8 } c  g(m)u(m) d®s (y)(m)
- /  h(m) d$s (y) + /b ' ta jr )  g<ni)u{ra) d®8 (y)(m) 
since h(s) * gts)f(s) * 0 • r“P -  0 .
Combining the equalities gives
S h(m)d®s (y)(m) + / fai (s . r jg(ra)u(m) d$8 (y)(m)
- / {s}c g(m) dy(m) » f g (m) dy(m) since g(s) - 0 .
Since -e/3<g(ra)< e/3 when meb'(s:r) * b(s:r) - (si 
f g  (m) dy(m) -  /h(m) d®s (y)(m) +/b»(S:r) g(n»)u(ro) d®a (y)(m)
1 *^ h(m) d®s (y)(m) + /b. (s!r)£/3 a(m) d®s (y)(m)
« f h ( m )  d*s (y)(m) + /b. (s . r )e / 3 ( [d(s,m)]“P-r"p> d#8 (y)(m)
_< /h(m) d®8 ( y) (m) + /y ( s , r j e/3ld(s , r o ) ] “ P  d®s (y)(m)
« /h(m) d®s (V)<m) + /y ( s : r ) e / 3
< /h(m) d#8 (y)(m) + e/3.
Similarly, /g(m)dy(m)^ /h(m) d®8 (y)(m) - e/3
Since h is bounded and continuous /h(m) d$(un) (m)
— Sh(m) d®(yg) (m) thus there exists N<~ such that i f  i .^N 
then |/h(m) d®(Pi) (m) - /h(m) d®s (y0 )(ni)i < e/3.
Let i^  n. By replacing by y^  and Pg in previous inequal­
i t ie s  one gets
/g(m) dyi{m) - /g(m) dPg (m)
< f h (m) d«(yi){m) + e/3 - l/h (m) d® (P0) (m) - e/3]
<_ |/h(m) d®(p )^ (m) - /h(m) d*(pg) (m) 1 + e/3 + e/3
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< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 -  e.
Similarly, /g(m)dp0 (m) - /g(m)dyi (ra)< e 
so |/g(m)dpA(m) - /g(m)dpQ(m) | < e.
To show condition (v) i t  only remains to be seen that 
nil? / Id(s,m)]Pdpn(m) » /  td(s ,m) ]PdpQ (m) , but this can be 
translated into £ ^ 5  / l  d^^p^tm) -  / I  d$s (p0 )(m) which 
follows from the weak convergence of f*s (Pi» to $S(P()).
To see that (i) is a consequence of (v), assume 
{pi)“_l converges weakly to p0 and for some seM
nil? / [d(s,m)]PdpA(m) ■ / [d(s,ra)]Pdpi(m). The weak
convergence of to p0 gives ligf L(pi,po) ■ 0  hence
by lemma 3.1 for ever e>0 there exists N<°° such that i f  
i^N then dp(p£,PQ) . Condition (i) clearly follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.1
Assume the premises of the lemma and let
a -  min {l/4e , [e/4]P/7, l/3[e/6]P .
Since /  Id, (a,m) ]pdp0 (m) * Jii? /  b (a .k) Id(a,m) ]PdWQ («») 
and a>0 there exists a positive number such that
/ [d(a,m)]PdpQ(m) - -fb (a .Nlj td(a,m) ]pdP0 (m)
tlJ “ ^(axNi) c ld(a*m> ]pdPo(m> < a •
Therefore, a > (asNljctd(a,ra) ]PdPQ (m)
> N? pQ [b(a:NX) <J] so
( 2 ) PfltbCaiNi)0] < a/NxP .
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Since Jim / [d(a,m)]p dpn(m)
-  /[d(a,m)]p dpn(m) there exists N2- * 
such that i f  i.!N2 or i  -  0 .
(3) [ /  [d(a,m) JPdyjj^  (m) - /  [d(a,m) ]pdp0 (m) | < a .
By the uniform continuity of f(t)  -  t p on bounded 
domains there exists 6 1 > 0 such that i f  t , s e  [0 , 2~Pn^] and 
I t - s  I < g 1 then j tP - sP | < <*
Let 6 * min (6 1, N1 (2“P - l) f 6 /NjP , e/2<1/3)1/p) .
Since Ltv>nrP0) -  0 and 5>0 there exists N3< *>
such that i f  i^ N 3 or i -  0 then L(P£fP0)< 6 .
Let N = max (2-pNlr N2, N3)
Let i_^ N or i “ 0 thus i^N3 or i “ 0 and d(P^,l1Q)< ® . 
In [4, pg. 438] Strassen has shown that 
L(Pi,MQ) “ r^ l there exist X a probability measure on
MxM, Xtt -  Xjtj « p0, and A ({d U ^  tt2) > r})_<r }.
Let Y be a probability measure that works as a minimum 
X for Kv^Vg). Since Ld^ PQ) < f  , Y ( tdCir ,^ tt2) > < ? • 
Let iri'ltt) -  prx (<o) i f  dla^j^to)) ] < 2-PNi
a other rise
I f  o i e ^ p ^ l j O  TTj-HbtaiNi) ] 
then tt2 1 (u) “ ir2 (oi) and
d [a, (w) ] ±  d[a,*2 (w)] + d[Tr2 {ai), ]
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< NX + 6 < n 1 + N1 (2”P - 1 ) « 2"P Nx 
so (w) -  and
d [ *1  ( to) , tf2* ((a) } m d [TT^ ( Oi) , 82  ^u) ) < 5
Thus [*x, "2J tt" 1 tb(a:N1) ] £
and & ElTl ' 7r2 1 5 ^ 7r2~1 IMaiN^6]
S O  y (  £ TTX» ^ 2  3 gc  y (  t T T l r 8 2 ] g C ) +  y l i r i " ^  { b { a : N ^ ) C ]
< 6 + Y* lb(a:N^) c ] -  6 + p0 [b(asN^ c]
( 4 )  2
< 6 + a/N^ P < a/N1p + yu P e 2 a / H f
by (2 ) and the definition of 6 .
/  [d(a,tt^ ) ]Pdy ■
(S> ’  b (a :2-PN1)ta<a'",)1P d y " l {m) ~  l l a , 2 - P n { f l * ' m)}P d V i - { m ) '
By similar arguments:
(6 ) /[d(a,n *)]p dY , [d(a,m)]P dVn(m)
z b(a:N1) u
( 7 )  / | d ( ’f 1 , i r 1'  ) ] P d  -  ^ ( a . 2 - p „  « < • . ■ >  ] p d>*1 <i»>
( 8 )  / l d < i t , \  t t , ) ] P  dT -  !  t d ( « , n . ) ] P  dW.tm)
* * b(a:N^) v
Using (4) and (5) one gets
/ b(a:N1/d<‘, ' " ),P -  / b(«:2-PN1^d(“ ' “nP
-  /  td(a,Tr 2 >]pd> “ / [ d ( a ,n ^ ) ] P  dY
(9) - / [ d { a ,n 2' ) ] p - [d(a, ni ))P dy
" ir'3 [ d ( a ' * 2 ) ] P  " d Y
+  ^[n  ^ ^ 2 3  EdEa,1T2 J *P ~ [d(a,8 ^')]p d y .
By the definition of * ^  , and tTj i f  we MxM then 
d[a# \*(«) ] e [ o f 2"PN1 3 and dta,Tr2» (w)] e tO, Nx] .
Therefore d(¥^(aj) ,ir£(oj) ] <_ d[a,Ti^(co)] + dIa,TrJ(w>3
(1°> < 2-Pnx + Nx < 3 Nx.
Also, [d(a,Tr* <w) ]P - Idta,*,'(w) )P 
( 11) 1 
1  (2 -PN^P —0 * 2
I f  w e tir , ^2^6 then
d[TT^ (0)) , T ^  <<*>) 1 < « 
so by the triangle inequality
| d [a ,tt 2 (w) ] - d [a,ir  ^ (ai) ] j < 6 <_ 6 ' 
and from the definition of 6 1
(1 2 ) [d(a,Tr 2 (co) ]P - [d(a,Tr i(to) ]p < a .
Combining equation (9) with inequalities (11) and (12) 
gives
/ b ( a : N i ) t d ( a *m) ] P d Wo(m> -  ( a . 2 - p  N l ) [<Ma,m)]p  d p* (raj
(13) 1 /  . “ dY + /  , , 2 dY
l wl # * 2  1 V
< a + 2 Y ( [ i r i t £ ] 6 )
< a  + 2 N j  2a / N - j P  «  5 a
by (4).
Since i^N or i  * 0, 1 ^ 2  or i  * 0 and inequality (3) 
holds to give S [d(a,m) ]Pdp  ^(m) - /  (d(a,ra) JPdjj  ^(m)< a. 
Adding this to (1) and (13) one gets
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< 7a e . From which i t  follows that
(14) /  [d(a,m) ]P dy^m) < e
b(a:2_P N^c
Since N>^2“Pn1 ,
b(a:N)c _ b(a*2“PNj)G thus
/ b(a!N)o [d(a' m,)P d" i (n li / b(«:2-Plij|[c ,S' ” llP dWi<m>< e .
To show Spty^yQ) < E 
By the definition of 3p, ^p^i'^o* — Yp i^rl ' Tr2^
1  +
(15) -  t /td( ]P dY)1/P+ [/[d(Tr|,TT2) ]Pdy)1/p
+ [ / [d U j ,^ )  )P dylVp.
Each of those parts will be handled separately.
Using (7) and (14) one gets
/  [d(TTl r Tr{) ]p dy » /  [d(a,m) ]P dpi (m)
x  1 b(a:2-PNi> 1
< 7 a < (e/4]P,
(16) so Yp(7Ti,-iri) < e/4.
By (8) and (i)
/Id(TT* ir2) ]P dY -  /  [d(a,m)]P dUfl(m)
2 * bUiN^c u
< a < 7 [e/4]p, so
(17) Yp(*2»Tr2) < e/ 4*
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Keeping <4) and (10) in  mind one sees  that  
/ [d ( ir i ,  ffj) ]P dy 
" dY + dY
± !  «P dY + '  . . ON^PdT
ITri pir2 J , "2]
1  6P + (3N!)P « ( wi l aC)
< ( e / 2  ( 1 / 3 )  X/ P )  P  +  ( 3 N X ) P  2 <x/ n £
“  l / 3 { e / 2 )  P  +  2  • 3 P a l l / 3 ( e / 2 ) P  +  2  * 3 P (  1 / 3  [ e / 6  ] P )
-  1 / 3 ( e / 2 ) P  +  2 / 3 ( e / 2 ) P  »  ( e / 2 ) P .
( 1 8 )  Thus, d ( i r ^ ,  tt^ )  5  e / 2 .
Combining ( 1 5 ) ,  ( 1 6 ) ,  ( 1 7 ) ,  and ( 1 8 )  one gets
dp(V>i,VQ) < E / 4  +  E / 2  +  e / 4  * E and the proof of the 
lemma is complete./ / /
For convenience le t  X(M) describe the metric space 
consisting of f in ite  measures on M with the Prokhorov 
metric, L.
Corollary 3 . 1  I f  0<p<" , eeM, then $e is a closed
embedding of Xp(M) into X(M) .
Proof
By the equivalence of conditions (i) and ( i i i )  from 
theorem 3.1, is  an embedding, thus a l l  that remains is 
to show that ®e IXp(M)] is  closed in X(M) .
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Let Xp(M) and le t  v be a finite measure
such that lira L(4>e (yn),v) -  0. I f  M £ Xp(M) can be found
such that #e (y) « v  then i t  will be established that
$e(Xp(M)) is closed.
In preparation for finding such a y , f i r s t  i t  will
be seen that v( (e) ) = 0 .
Picke>0. Since “ 0, there exists
yn such that
L(*e (yn) ' v) < 6 55 m i n  { ( e / 2 ) 1 / p , e / 2  .
By the definition of L
v> ( (e)) <^l(b(e: )) + 6
“ t<3(e,m) ]p dy(m) + <5b(e:o)
— ^b(e*5 ) fiP + 6 £  6 P  + 6 ± e / 2  + e / 2  »  e .
Since e was arbitrary, v({e)) * 0.
Next, i t  will be seen that 
/  [ d ( e , r o ) ] ‘ P dv < 1
[ d ( e , m ) J - P  i f  [ d ( e , m ) ] _p N
N otherwise
Clearly, fjj is  continuous and bounded.
Also, fn*m* “ [d(e,m)]“p when m e{e)c .
. * w
By the weak convergence of i#e ^ i '  i»i 
to v, / f N(m)dv(m) » JJ j  / f N (m) d$e (m) 
and since / f N{m) d$e (yn)(m)
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-  /fN(m) td(e,m)]pdwn(m) < / I  dyn(m) - 1 ,
/fjjtm) dv (m) <_ 1 .
Clearly, ^{e }° fN*ra* dv(m) £ / f N(m) dv(m) « 1.
By Fatou's lemma,
"{e }c 1 1 n-^nf fN(®> dv(m) <, l i 5Jj^"f /e}C fN(w)dv(m)< 1 .
On {e)c, l i “J tnf fn(m) -  td(e,ro)]"p
thus | e^cld(e »») l“p dv 5. 1 -
Define V> a measure on (e)c by y(A) « /AEd(e,m) ]”P dv.
By letting  V({el) ■ 1 -y({e)c) ■ 1 - J^ e j td(e ,m) ]~p dv (m) _> 0
one gets a probability measure, V, on M.
/ [d(e,m)]p dy
« [d(e,e) ]P y((e)) + *^ e jc [d(e,m) ] 1 [d(e,m) ]“P d v (m)
■ 0 *y({e}) + /{e}c 1 dv < 00 so
y e xp (M).
#e (y) (A) " / Atd(e,m) ]pdy (m)
* /A .  {e^dt ° 'mJ dy(n) since [d(e,e))p -  0 
and / A _ {ejldte,m) ]p d vt (m)
“ A^ - {^ld*e»niJ lp td{e,m) ]”P dv (m) -  dv(m)
■ v(A-(e}) -  v{A) since v({e}) -  0.
Therefore, $e (y) * v and is a closed embedding.
The next corollary will use #e to translate Prokhorov's 
theorem to Xp (M) . For convenience Prokhorov's theorem is  
stated below.
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[Prokhorov's Theorem) A subset a of X(M) is relatively 
compact i f  and only i f
(i) there exists N < ®° such that for every v e a , 
v(M)_< N, and 
(ii) for every e> 0 there exists k(e) a compact 
subset of M such that for every v e a, 
v(k{e) c) < e.
Corollary 3.2 i f  o<p<“ , eeM then a subset B of Xp(M) 
is  relatively compact i f  and only i f  for every e >0 there 
exists k(e) a compact subset of M such that for every 
peB, / k(ej C[d(e,m) ]p dp(m)< e .
Proof
Suppose B is relatively compact in Xp(M) . Pick e >0. 
Since $e is an embedding $ (B) is  also relatively compact 
in X(M), therefore, by Prokhorov's theorem there exists 
k(e) compact in M such that for every peB,
$e (P)(k(e)c) « ^K(e) c l d *e*v> * ^kte) c ld(e#m) ]pdP(m) < e
Not only does this last  line establish the "only if" 
part of the proof, but in the "if" part i t  establishes 
condition (ii) of Prokhorov's theorem for *e (B). i f  
condition (i) can be shown for *e (B) then $e (B) will be 
relatively compact which will show that B is  relatively 
compact since *e is  a closed enfcedding. Therefore, finding 
a uniform bound for ®e (B) will complete the proof.
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Find a k ( l ) . By compactness there exists N <« such
that i f  m e k (1) then d(e,m)< N, NP + 1 < « , and i t  will
work as a uniform bound. To see this, pick y e B.
(p) (M) « /[d(e,m)]P dy(m)
* /jcd) ]P dy (m) + c [d(e,m) ]P dy(m)
1 /k{l) NP Cm) + 1
<_ NP + 1.
3.2 Joint Distributions 
In order to study properties of joint distributions,
i t  is helpful to have a metric on MxM. I f  15P<® define
Tp on (MxM) x (MxM) by
Tp t(a,b), (c,d)] -  { [d(a,c)]P+ [d(b,d)]P ]X/P.
Lemma 3.2 Tn defines a complete, separable metric on
"  "  tr
MxM which metrizes the product topology on MxM.
Proof
Clearly, Tp [(a,b), (c,d)] -  0 only i f  (a,b) » (c,d).
Tp will be compared to the pseudo-metric on Lp(ft,M) where 
fi -  {l,2> and P is  defined by P({1)) - P({2}) » 1/2.
Let y, a map from Lp(ft,M) to MxM, be defined by
Y(x) -  (x(l) , x(2)) . I t  is  easily seen that Y is  1-1 and
onto. Also,
dp(X,Y) - [ [d{S(l) ,Y(1) ] ] P . 3^ +  [d(X( 2) ,Y(2) )]P* ^ 3^p
» 2X/P Tp(Y(X)(Y)), hence one can use lemma 1.1 to see 
that Tp is  a metric. Using lemma 2.2 will show that Tp is
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complete •
C o n s id e r  b ( ( c , d ) : r )  o p e n  i n  t h e  m e t r i c  t o p o lo g y  on  
MxM. S ± m p le  c a l c u l a t i o n s  w i l l  sh ow  t h a t  
( c , d )  e b (c :r 2 " P )  x b ( d : r 2 " P ) c  b ( ( c , d ) : r ) ,  
t h u s  t h e  p r o d u c t t o p o l o g y  i s  s e e n  t o  b e  s t r o n g e r  th a n  t h e  
m e t r i c .  If  G and  H a r e  o p e n  in  M a n d  ( c , d ) e  GxH th e n  
t h e r e  m u s t  e x i s t  r> 0  s u c h  t h a t  
b ( c : r )  x b ( d : r )  C  GxH.
Simple calculations again, show
(c,d) e b((c ,d) : r )£ b(c:r) x b(d:r)C GxH, 
hence th e  metric topology is  stronger than the product 
making th e  two equivalent.
To finish the proof one only needs to observe that 
the product of two separable topologies is  separable • / / /
Theorem 3.2 If 1<^ p< 00, a and B are compact subsets of 
Xp<M) , and MxM is  given the Tp-metric then 0<5>B * ^yIy 
is a probability measure on MxM, Yn^ea, and y n 2  e 
is a compact subset of Xp(KXM).
Proof
F i r s t ,  i t  would be nice to s e e  that a@B Xp(MxM). 
Let yea ®  B an<* e£H then /  [Tp((e,e), (ra, s ) ) jP dY(m,s)
-  / ( [ d ( e , m ) ] P +  [ d ( e , s )  ]P dY ( m, s )
-  / [ d ( e , m ) ] P  d Y ( m , s )  + /  [ d ( e , s )  3P d Y( m, s )
*  / [ < 3 t e , m ) ] P  dytt  ^( s )  + / [ d ( e , s ) ] P  dYi r ^t ®)  < "
s i n c e  Ytt and Yn 2 are n»mt>ers o f  Xp(M) . T h e r e f o r e ,
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Y e Xp(MxM) .
The following claim will show that a (g)B is  closed.
Claim If  Y, A e yMxM) then
dp(Y,^)> max f3p(Y it A^) , dp(Yir2, A^) .
Proof
From calculations made earlier in the proof of this 
theorem i t  should be clear the (Ytti* Ytt2 * x^ 2  ^ 3  XptM) • 
Let ( f i ,P )  be an atomiess probability space and 
X,Y e Lp(0(NxM) such that P x  * Y and Py *  X .
p7rl*x(A) - P({7r1 0 jc)-l(A)) -  PtX- 1 ^ ^ 1 (A))
= P (x- 1  ( tt^"1 (A)) - P x(nJ1 (A))
“ (Px^ tti A^) * Ytt^ A), thus Ptt1ox
Similarly, Ptt2ox -  Y^, Pirloy “ and - xtt2-
Let dp be the metric on Lp(Q,HxH) and dp be the metric on 
Lp(fl,M) .
dp(X,Y) -  [E([Tp(S,Y)]P)]1/p 
-  [EdddriX^Y) ]p + [ddr2 X,TT2Y)]P)]1/p 
> [Edddf^iriYJlPjlVP > dp(PtrloX,PiT1#y)
■ dp{Yn^ , xttx) *
dp(Y,A) is the infimum of a l l  such Sp(X,Y) thus
A
dp(Y , A) dp(Yir #^Affl) . By similar reasoning
dp(Y, A) dp(YTT2 ,Aff2) which establishes the claim. ^
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If  Xfco®B then either a thus 0
r
A A
an d  b y  t h e  c la im  dp(X,o<S)B)  ^ .dp ( X tti*ct) > 0 o r  ^ tt2 c b and
A
by similar reasoning dp(^,a£p B) > 0. Therefore, o <g> B 
is closed in X^(MxM).
The next objective will be to show that for each e > 0 
there exists k(£) a compact subset of NxH such that for 
every y e a © B,
c [Tp((e,e) , (m,s)) ]p dY(m,s)< £
With this one can use Corollary 3.2 to conclude that o($> B 
is relatively compact and thus compact since o Qs) B is 
closed.
Pick e > 0 and let 6 = e/4. By Corollary 3.2 there 
exists compact subsets of M, k^(6 ) and k2 ( ^ ) *  such that i f  
we a then-5^ ( 5 ) c (d(e,m) ]p du(m)< 6 
and i f  v e B then
($)c[d(e,m)]P dv(m)< 6 .
Since k- (^5) and k2 (£) are compact i t  is possible to find 
N<" such that for every mek^( 6 )U k2 ($)» d(e,m) £ N.
Since the f i r s t  part of condition (ii) from theorem
3 . 1  is a consequence of condition ( i ) , one can see that
A
the dp-metric places a stronger topology on Xp(M) than 
that of the Prokhorov metric, L. From this one sees that 
o and B are compact when considered as subsets of X(m), 
and Prokhorov's theorem can be used to derive the existence 
of compact subsets of M, Ci(5/NP) and C2 ($/Np) , such that 
i f  y e o then y(Ci(6 /Np)c) < S/Np and i f  v e b then
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v1(C2 (6/nP)<=) < 6/Np. Let F± -  ^ ( 6 ) CL <6/Np) for i - 1  or 2. 
Therefore, T 1 and F2 are compact subsets of M and F1 xF2 
is  a compact subset of HxH.
S in c e  1 ^ ( 6 )  SE 
(Fix F2)c £ (kx(6 ) x F2)c 
-  (kx(6 ) c x M) u (ki(<5) x F2 c)
Similar!ly, (F1 xF2)c £  <Mxk2 <<5)C> 0 (F^x k2 (6 ))
Let y c o 0 B then
/  ) c [T0 ((e ,e)( (mfs))]P dy(m,s)
(FixF2 i ^
.(Id(e,m)]P + [d(e,s)]P dY(m,s)
(F1xF2 >c
±  S [d{e,m)]p dY(m,s)
(k i (6 ) cxM) (kx(6 )xFj )
+ /(nxk2 {fi)C) X (Fjxk 2 (fi>) ld(e' s) )P
/
k i ( i ) c xMtd(ef,n) lP dY(m,s) + ,rk i(6 )xF2 td(e,m)]Pdlf (mfs)
+ ^mxk2 (fi)c ^ le»8^ P dY (m,s) + k2(g j[d(e,s)]p dY(m,s)
“  / ki(6 )cld(e,m) ]p dY v l ( m )  + ) x pc Np dY (m,s>
+ / k2 (fi)c[d(e' s) ]P d Y"2 (a) + / Ffxk2 (6 ) NP dY<m' a>
< 6 + / kl ( 6 ) x  roNP d Y(m,s)
+ 6 + / mxk2(6)NP dY<m' a>
* 26 + * 1 (6 )MP dYiltm) + / k2 (6 )NPdYTr2 (8)
« 26 + NP- 6 /NP + Np• 6/Np ■ 46 « e
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since Ytt^ e ° and B. Therefore, k^ x k2 will serve
as k(e) and the proof is completed. j j j
Corollary 3.3 If  0 < p £ “ , (ft,P) is an atomless proba­
b i l i ty  space, and y,ve Xp(M) then there exist X,Y£Lp(n,M) 
and Y a probability measure on HxH such that 
P* -  Yttx -  Vf Py - Yw2 -  v 
and dp(X,Y) - Y p(ir1 #ir2) » d p(y,v) « dp(y,v), 
or more simply stated, the infimums in the definitions of 
dp and dp may be replaced with minimums.
Proof
For the sake of clarity, when l<^p< 1, le t  dp, 5p, dp,
~  A a
^p/ dp, <ip be the metrics on the spaces Lp(ft,M) , Lp(n,MxM),
P(Lp(n,M)), P (Lp( fi,M x M)) , Xp(M), and Xp(MxM).
The f i r s t  step in the case 1 <,p<“’ will be to define
a map Y from xp(MxM) into the real numbers by
Y(Y) -  [/[d(ir1 #ir2) ]P dYl1/p * Yp(ir1# ir2) 
and then show that Y is continuous.
Let Y, X £ Xp(MxM) and assume dp{Y,X) -  6>0. By the
definition of clp and Theorem 2.1 there exists 
U(V£ Lp(tt,MxM) such that Pu * Y , Pv -  X and
A
Ap(U,V)< dp(Y,X) + 6 » 2 6 . From the proof of the claim in 
lemma 3.2, i t  is easily seen that
Ap(U,V) > max { dptiTj^ou,ir^V) , dp(* 2 <>u, tt2 *V) )
Y(Y> -  [/[d(7r1 ,TT2)]P dY]X/P 
-  l/[d(TTl f ir2) ]P dPu] X^P
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» tt2°uJ ]P <3P)1/P * dpt^oU, tt2*U)
<. dpt^oU, Tr^ eV) + dptir^V, W2*V) + dp( TT2®V, ir2# U)
_< dp(U,V) + dp(ir1oV,Tr2oV) + Ap(U,V>
- 6 + Y<A) + 6 «= 2 6  + A) .
By similar reasoning Y(X) 26 + Y(y) r thus
*
I V(y) - y(X) |<^ 26 * 2 d (vfX) and Y is not only
continuous but a Lipshitz function as well.
I t  is  easily seen that dp(vi,v) * inf{Y(y)| Ye{pXsXv} } 
and by theorem 3.2 (p}<0fv) iB a c o m p a c t  set, therefore
there exists y  e (yXS^v) such that 
m )  « Yp(ffi,if2) -  dp(v,v) .
Note that Ytr^  * V and yw2 * v so to finish the case 
for 1 <^ p < ® i t  is only necessary to find X,Y t Lp(tl,M) 
such that Px « y, Py -  v and dp(y,v) « dp(X,Y). Since
y  e Xp(MxM) there exists ze Lp(fi,MxM) such that P z  * Y .
I t  is  easily seen that tt »^Z and ^ 2 ° z  are members of
Lp(£2,M) , and from the proof of lemma 3.2 one gets
P-|Tl®Z " “ ^1 Ptt2°Z ™ ^ v 2 ° v •
With an earlier y  i t  was seen that
Y ( Y )  -  dp ( i t  U,ir2 U) so identical reasoning will
iHN
show Y(Y) " dp(w,v) -  dptir^^oz,ir2»Z) , therefore ir1oZ and 
tt^oZ can serve as X and Y.
By changing the metric on H as in section 1.2, the
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case 0 < p < 1 follows from the case p — 1 .
I f  y,v e X„(M), i t  is  easily seen that p ,v £ X, (M) .
Prom the definition of d^Cy,^, i t  is  possible to find a
A
sequence {yn} £  {y}®{\)} such that for every r > d,,,, (y,v)
there exist N<« such that i f  i^N  then tt2 ] r ) * 1.
By theorem 3.2, {y}@{v} is  compact in Xp (MxM), thus
there exists an accumulation point, Y e {y}®{v} of
under the metric.
A
Assume YooCtt^ , tt2) > d»(y,v), then there exists 
r >doo (y,v) such that y  { [tt^, ir2] r ) <  ^ or
6 « 1 - y( tt2 1 r ) > 0 .
Let e = 1/2(r -  da,(y,v)), therefore, e >0 and
r - e  >do,,(y,v), and there exists N< “ such that for every 
i  >.N, Yi ( [irl f Tr2]r _ e) -  1.
Let i_> N. I f  ( [iri, tt2 1 r - e  — t‘iri»Tr2^r tb®11 
Yf( [ -rri»-n-2 ] r  _£ ) - Y ( ( w2)r _ £ )£ )
> 1 - Y( t ^ r  ^ 2  Jr  ^ ” S •
A
By lemma 2.1 and theorem 2.1, (Y^ »Y) ^ ’ 6 > 0# but this
would make a l l  but f in ite ly  many Y£ e * ® distant from Y
contradicting i ts  role as an accumulation point. From the
A
contradiction, one can conclude that Y»(irif
and equality will follow since by definition y«( it^ , ir^ )
A
_< do,, (y,v). Arguments similar to those used in the case 
1 <^ p< oo will prodice the desired X and Y.
To see that ( I irl r n2^r-c^e — 1*1'*2^ and thus finish 
the proof, le t  (a,b) e [ tt2] r _ e and T^( (a,b) , (m, s ) ) < e .
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The containment w ill follow i f  (m,s) e ITrx,1T2^r or 
d(m,s)< r ,  d(ro,s) _< d(m,a) + d(a,b) + d(b,s)
« d(a,b) + [d(a,m) + d(b,s)]
-  d(a,b) + T 1 [(afb ) , (m,s)]
< r- e + e ■ e as desired . / / /
CHAPTER IV
KANTOROVITCH - RUBINSTEIN THEOREM 
In the case p * 1, not only is dp a metric, but i t  
can also be generated as a linear functional norm on a 
space of Lipschitz functions. Let R represent the real 
numbers. I f  moeM, le t  5^  * {f:M-*-R| f(mo) * 0 and there 
exists K< 00 such that for every m,S£M, f (m)-f {s)f K• d(m,s)} 
I f  £ c le t  | |f  | | -  inf {K | for every m,sEM,
f{m) - f (s) <_ K*d(m,s) }.
I t  is easily checked that ||f + g[| < || f]| + ||g[| and 
He £ 11 -  |c| * |] f [[ , so may be considered as a normal 
linear space. PCX1 (M) can be identified with a linear 
functional of by y(f) » /f(m) dy{m).
Note that y(f) * /f(m)dy(m) £/||fU d(m,mo) dy(m)
£ Sd{mQ,m) dy(m) • ||f]| , therefore 
|| MII* _</d{mo,m) dy(m) <“ where H ||* is the linear 
functional norm for E ^ .
The relationship between || ||* and dp, which is  
described in theorem 4.1, is  essentially the Kantorovitch- 
Rubinstein theorem which has been proven in the general 
case in [1] and [2]. A new, though minor, corollary is 
produced by the proof used in th is  chapter.
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Theorem 4.1 I f  y ,v e X, (M) , mgCM then || y-v| ( * m di(y,v) 
where || ||* is  the linear functional norm for S .
IR Q
Proof
By Corollary 3.3, there exists Ye {y}0{v} such that 
dx(y,v) - /d{ir1 ,TT2) dY .
To see that | I y - v | |* <_ d1 (p#v) le t  feeing such that
l l f | | < l .
I (y-v) (f) | * | / f  d y- f t  d v l
-  | / f  d Yir - / f d Y7r2l -  l/ftTr^dy - /f(ir2 )dY|
-  I / f  (TT1 ,TT2)d Y I l|/d(iT1 ,Ti2 )dY| «d (y ,v ).
Therefore, ||y-v|J * « sup (| (y-v) (f) | fe and || f || £  1
1  dity,^) .
An f such that fe  E ^, j|f|| _< 1 and (y-v> (f) di(y,v) 
would change the las t inequality into an equality to 
complete the proof.
F irst, consider the case where there exists a count­
able set C such tha t y(C) - v(c) ■ 1. Since (C x C)c 
£  <C°XM)U(MXCC) , Y ttC xC R i Y (Cc X M) + Y (M X Cc)
-  Ytt^(cc) + Ytt2 (Cc) -  y(Cc) + v(Cc) -  0
and Y(c x C) ■ 1,
Let G: MxM-*-R be defined as follows
f" d(m,s) i f  Y({(m,s)})> 0 
G(m,s) -  A
I -d(m,s) otherwise
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Since 1 * Y(CxC) -  EY({(m,s)})
(m,s)e CxC
when considered as a function on (MxM,Y) G - d almost 
everywhere so I g ( ^ , ^ 2 ^  “ d^(TT^ f 7t2) dy -  3i(m,v) .
Another aspect of G is  that i f  there exists an 
f: M -► R such that f(mo) “ 0 and f(m) - f ( s ) ^  G(m,s) ^ -d(m, s) 
for every m,scH then f(s) -f{m)^ d(ro,s) ■ d(srm) making 
f£H(BO) and 11 f|I <. 1 - Also,
(U-v)(f) -  / fd y -  I t  dv -  /f<*i> - f<ir2)dY 
> G^(Trl r ir2)dY -  , v) . Thus the problem may be
transferred to finding such an f. Towards th is goal, 
lemma 4.1 is  presented.
Lemma 4.1 I f  S is  any set, sq£S, and G a map from SxS
into the real nunbers, then there exists a map f from S
into the real numbers such that for every m,s£S,
f{m) - f(s )^  G(m,s) i f  and only i f  for every integer
n >_1 i f  ( s i , . . . .  ,s n) eSn and si « sn then
1
*^G(sl* • • • • *sn^  ° £ 0 .
In terms of graph theory, an n-tuple, (mi,. . . . ,mn)£rf1, 
may be thought of as a directed path consisting of 
directed edges (mi,mi+i ) . The function G assigns numbers 
to each of these edges, and rG sums the G-values of the 
edges in a path. I f  the desired f does not exist, lemma
4.1 asserts the existence of a cycle whose edge values 
sum to a positive number, or more specifically, there
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exists (m^,. . . ,11^ ) e Mn such that rG(in^ r . . . ,11^ ) > 0 .
Assume such an (mi,...,mn) exists. In the process 
of reaching a contradiction to show the existence of f, 
a cycle (s^ ,. . . , s 2k+i) will be constructed such that 
rG^ s l '  •• • • »s 2k+l) > 0  an<^  such that the edge values 
alternate from positive to non-positive, or more precisely, 
i f  (8 i_i»8 i) and (s^,s^+i) are adjacent edges in the cycle 
then either G(s^_^fs^ )_< 0 and G(s^,s£+i)> 0 or 
G{si _1 ,S£) >0 and G(Si,si+1)£ 0. Note that in a cycle, 
t 1  - t n and the edges ( tn_1 #t n) and ( t l r t 2 ) 
are considered to be adjacent.
Prom (111^ , . . . ,% )  , i t  is possible to construct an 
alternating cycle whose edge value sum is  larger than or 
equal to rG(m^,. . . , 1^ )  by using two processes* The f i r s t  
eliminates adjacent pairs of non-positive edges by 
replacing them with a single edge, or more specifically, 
i f  G(mi - 1 ,mi> j< 0  and Gtmijirii+i)^ 0 replace mi«^,mi,mi+i 
with or in the case of mn -l /mn»m2 replace
(m ,^m2, .. . #11^ ) with (1112, 1113, .. . . In the edge
sum the result will be that Gtm^^mi) + G(m^ ,m^ +i) will 
be replaced by G(m^ _j_,mj_+i) and since
G(mi_ 1 ,nii) + G(m£,mi+i> « -d(mi_i,m£) - d(mi,m£+i)
< -d(mi_i,mi+i) <_ G(m^_i,mi+1) , the new edge sum
w ill also be positive. Since this process decreases the 
number of edges in the cycle, eventually i t  w ill produce 
a positive cycle with no pairs of adjacent non-positive
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edges. All adjacent pairs of positive edges can be 
eliminated by inserting a loop between each pair, or more 
specifically, i f  G(mi _1 ,mi ) > 0 and GCm^mi+i) > 0 
replace mi_i,mi,mi+i with m^ -. ,^m ,^m ,^m^+i .  Since 
G(mi,mi) * + d(mi,m^) * 0 .1  0 , the new edges created will 
be nonpositive, and the new edge sum will be unchanged.
Since the la s t  and f i r s t  edges of the alternating 
cycle also alternate, i t  will have an even number of 
edges and can thus be represented in the form 
(®1 » • ••*®2k+l)* Without loss of generality assume 
G(s2 i , 8 2 i+i) > 0 for 1 i_< n. By the definition of G 
this shows that ° - min{y { {(s2 i#S2 i+i)} )| If.*!, n} > 0 , 
and a new measure Y 1 can be defined on M x M by
Y1 ( f (a,b)) )
r  Y ( {(a,b)} ) + a i f  (a,b) ■ (®2i»®2i-l*
1 < i <. n
Y( {(a,b)} ) - o i f  fa,b) » (®2 i»s 2 i+l^
1 <i i n  
^ Y ( {(a,b)> ) otherwise
Clearly, there exists a countable subset of H x M, D such
that Y (Dc ) - y 1 (Dc) -  0.
I f  a e M then y  * < {a} x M) - Y( x M)
-  [ Z Y 1({ (a,m)} ) ] -  I z  y < {(a,m)> )
(^m)e D (a,m)£ D
« Z [Y1 ({{a,m)} ) -Y{((a,m)} )]
(a,m)e D
Z I  f t  {(®2i'*2i-l)> * " Y( {(®2i'2 2 i- l^  >
; 2i-a
+ y x({<®2 i ' s2 1 +l,J ) " Y({<®2 i*®2 i+l)> >1
5 1
■ Z a - a ** 0. 
s2i«a
Prom this one can conclude that Y^ ir^  “ “ *■* which
makes Y1 a probability measure since Y1 {MxM) “ Y^^tM)
* Yn (^M) » 1. Similar manipulation will also show that
Y1  ^ -  a V thus /d(7T1 ,n2) ^Y1 £ 3j_(p,v) -  /dtir^i^) dY .
2 2
This leads to a contradiction and establishes the existence 
of f since / d ^ , * 2) dY - / d ^ , ^ )  dY1
■ (m#s)e D[d(m,s)Y({(m,s)}) - d(mfs)Y1 ({(m,s)})]
n l■ E [d(s2 i , S2 i_i> [Y ( { (s2i  ,b2 £_i) } ) - y ( { (®2 i» 8 2 i-l^} 1
+ d(s2 i , s 2i+1) [y ( { (S2 i ' s2 i+l) }) - Y t^ { (s2i, s 2 i+l* } )1 ] 
n
■ i r i ra(s2 i , s 2 i . 1 )(-a, + d(s2 i f s2i+1)a ]
n
" ° I** , 8 2 i-l^ + d(B2 i»*2 i+ ll ^
n
m a E [G(s2^_^, ®2 i > + ^ s2 i ' s 2 i+l^ ^
2n
* u I G(Sj / S-t^i) * a  ' T a  <si, . . . ,  ®2k+l  ^  ^ 0 • 
j - 1  3 J
To handle the general case for p and v , le t
X^ (M) | there exists a countable set C such that 
0{C)« 1}, le t  (n,P) be an atomless probability space, and 
adopt the terminology of Corollary 3.3. In the proof of 
lemma 2.3, i t  was seen that random variables with countable 
ranges were dense in Lp( fl»M) , therefore their images are 
dense in P(I>p(ft,M) a Xp{M) and £ is  dense in xi(M) •
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Therefore, there exist {p^}i«ic £ and {vi)i«j_£C such that 
-  0 and Jiff 3i(vn,v) -  0. By corollary 3.3, 
for each i^ l there exists Y je {\>^ } such that
-  /d(Tri,tt2 )dYi. Clearly,
{Yi }i« l£  I{^ i}i-lU {w>l© t{\>i>i.id M  3 
and since fv) a*id {v> are compact in
X t^M), by theorem 3.2 is contained in a compact
subset of X^(MxH). Therefore, has a Cauchy
subsequence which in turn has a subsequence such
A
tha t d^ CAnvAn+l) < 4"n+1. As seen before, since 
^ex^M xM ) there exists Vi e Li(fl ,M x M) such that 
pVi * ^l* Starting with th is , by means of lemma 1.3 
inductively construct a sequence { c (n,MxM) such
t h a t  pVn+ l  ” x n+l an<J Jl<vn»vn+1> < <*2<Vxn+l> + 2_" •
As in lemma 1.2, i t  can be seen that there exists V such
that jLi™ dl^vn 'v  ^ " 0 and v^n^i*l converges almost every­
where to V. By the claim to theorem 3.2
*
dl (Py TT^» X n 71^) < d  ^(Py, X n) •
Therefore, dx (PVlI1 ,V) <. dx (Py* ,XnTr ^
< ^ (Pydn) + 2iiUnxi»y) 1  dx(V,Vn) + d^Xnir^u)- 
Since {Xn> is  a subsequence of (Yi  ^•
iis> d ^ " . ' *  - d1 orni.1,p) - d1< % ' ,J> - o.
This combined with <3.^ CVnrV) -  0 gives
di<Pv1T1 ,y) « 0. Similarly, d ^ P y ^ v )  » 0, so 
P e {p}(8Kv}.
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Since {An> is a subsequence of fYn},
/d (itx * tt2 ) end ^nnji, ^n^ 2   ^ G* ®® there
exists a countable set Cn such that AniT1 {Cn) *An*2*cn* “ 1 
which by the earlie r  part of th is proof shows the 
existence of a function Gn :MxM + R such that for any 
(mx*. . .  , 1^ )  e Mk where » 1%, rGn( m i , < 0 and such 
that Gn * d almost everywhere when considered as functions
from (M x M,An) into R. Find such a Gn for each Xn> Let
A„ -  {to| Gn(Vn(u)) -  d(Vn(u))}
P(An> -  PVn(G„ -  d> -  *n(G„ -  d) -  1,
00
therefore A ** (ou I Vn(eo) = v (“ )}f\/llAx is a countable 
intersection of sets a l l  having measure 1 so P(A) * 1.
Let G(m,s) -  f*d(m,s) i f  (m,s) e V(A)
L~d{m,s) otherwise
Pv(G-d) -  PV(V(A)) - P (V-  ^[V(A) ]) -  P(A) -  1.
Let (mi* • • • ruin) c Mn and mx ■ 1%. To see that 
rG ^lr • • •»%») ±  °# f i r s t  consider the case where 
(mi,mx+x> e V(A) for some i  such that 1^ i£  n-1. Pick 
e > 0 and for each (mx*mi+x) e V(A) find 0)xeA and Nx< ®
such that V(tcx) * (n»xfmx+x) and i f  k _> Nx then
^x(Vjc{oji) , V(wx)) < e / 2 n . Let N be the maximum of these 
Nx* and construct (sx* ••• *®}c) from (mx***a*i%) bY replacing 
each mx* 1^ 1 + 1  such that (mx*mx+x) € V(A) with mx**x*vntwi)*
* 2 °^ N 0  » roi+l*
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Claim rG(®ir*-*»%) - e < Itan(sl ' • • • r®k>
Proof
If  (mi,m^+ )^ c V(A) the contribution of G(m^ tm^ +i) to 
TG^ir • rnin) corresponds to the contribution of 
Gjj (n>i,ir i  ©Vjj ((1)^)) + Gjj (it o^Vjj (to i ) ) ,tt 2 °^I t^i) )
+ GnO7 2 #vN<wi> *n»i+l) in . . . ,sk) . Since e A_ Ag*
G^ i (m ,^ tt^oVjj (or j_)) + Gjj{ TT^*Vf| ( o j r tt2 oV jj{&) i ) )
+ Gfcj I \  *VN ( w i ) , m i + i )  _> - d ( m £  ,-n i « V j |  (oj )
+ d( ^oVjj (o>£) ,tt 2 ®Vij(w i) ) - dOr 2 ®Vn^  iJ *mi+l>
_> d(mi i* V n  (oi i ) ) + d(u i«Vjj  (w f )  ,v  2 °VN(o) i ) )
+ d  ( tt2 oVjj (co -  2 [d  ( tt^ oVjj (oj #m^) + d (  h2®Vjj Coj
_> d ( m i , m i + l )  - 2 ( (  ni®VN i) , tt2 oVn ^  i ^  r <mi » mi + l )
* G(mi f mi+i) - 2 (Vjj(toi> »V( wi))
> G(mi#mi+1) -£:/„ .
I f  (mi,mi+i> $V(A) then G(mi,mi+i) corresponds to 
Gtjfinirmi+i) and Gn (n»i,mi+i) ^-d(mi,mi+i) « G(mi,mi+i)
> G(m£,m£+ )^ - e /n . Therefore, the possible decrease of 
r GN(sl ' * ' • ' ° k >  from r c ( r o i r • - • * ™ n )  i s  I b b b  than e/n per 
each edge of (m^,...,!!^) and totals less than c to 
prove the claim, j j j
Since s i ■ mi ■ nijj -  s*, rcfrj (»!# .. • #8 ^) <_ 0 so 
r G*ml '  * *" ,inn* < e 9ivin9 rG*ml '  * • • £ 0 since e was
arbitrary.
In the case (mi,m^+i)$ V(A) for a l l  i  such that
n- 1
l £ i < n ,  rG(mi, . . . , mjj) -  £ -d(mi,rai+i) <, 0 .
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The conditions of lemma 4.1 ara now satisfied for G, 
so there exists ft M -► R such that f(m) -f(s)^G (m ,s) and 
ffmg) ■ 0. As in the earlie r case, fe H , | [f J| <_ 1# and 
G -  d almost everywhere when considered as a function on 
(MxM, Py) , so (y-v) (f) / d(ir1 ,TT2 ) dPy ^ &i(p,v)
since Pv £ {y)0 (v} to complete the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.1
If  the f mentioned in the lemma exists and
( s i , . . . , s n)£ sn is  such that s ^ » sn, then
r G*sl ' * * *' 8nJ 5 1 l*<Bi) “ f(si+ 1 ) 3 ■ f(si) - f(sn) -  0 .
As preparation for showing the existence of an f
from the condition on cycles, partially  order the functions
from SxS into the real numbers, by Fj> H i f  and only i f
for every (m, s) £ SxS F(m, s) ^ H (m, s) . (0 -  { H G | for
every ( s i , . . . , s n)£ Sn such that s^-sn, r H (s^, . . .  ,sn) <_ 0} .
Thus, to complete the proof one may s ta r t  from the
assumption that G e 0.
To see that 0 has a maximal element, le t  QC(J be a
chain. Define F:S -*■ R by F(m,s) * sup(H(m,s)} •
HeQ
I f  H£Q then clearly H<F. Also, rH (m,s,m) < 0  or 
H(m,s) + H(s,m)£0 which gives H(m,s)<^  -H(s,m) -G(s,m)
so F{m,s) < -G(s,m) < 00 .
To see that F c 0, le t  ( s , . . . ,sn) e Sn and pick e > 0.
By the definition of F there exist HjcQ such that 
F (s i ,s i+i)< H£(8 £,8 i+i) + e/n - 1  for a ll  i  such that
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1 <i <n. Let H - maxfHill < i  <n) then 
rp(si,...,sn)< [H(si,si+1) + e/n-1]9 ••* w°
m rH^sl***»Bn^  + E — £ which leads to 
^F^®i* * * * i Sjj) ^  0 and F e Q*
Using Zorn's lemma on n o w  gets that there exists B a 
maximal element in 0. If (m, s) e S x S and Ce^, ...,sn)e Sn 
such that si-s and sn«m then rB(mi,si... .sn) ** B(m,s) 
t {b^i«•»/sn) ^ 0^  so B(m,s) -rB(Si,...,sn) •
This leads to defining B*: S x  S 4 R by
From above, B1 _> B.
To see that B'e a, le t  ( s ^ , , , (sn) e Sn such that
si * sn. I f  (m,s) (sifSi+i) for 1,1 i < n then
rB' *sl '  * * • *sn> “ rB*sl '  * * ■ ' s n* — °* If  there exists exactly
one i such that 1 1  i < n and (m,s) * (si,si+i) then
B^* * * • *®n^  *  B* (m, s) + I"3  (®i+lf • • • f ®nf®2 > • • *8 i)
“^Bfsi+l»***»sn»s2 » • • • »8 i) ®
by the definition of B1 (m,s) .
I f  (m,s) - (si, si+i> and (m, s) - (sj,Sj+i) where 
1 1  i < j < n then
^B* B^1 * * * * * *  ^b1 8^ i*Bi+ l»  +  ^B *(sjr®j+l*••* t ®n >
s 2 , . . . , s i ) f  and since -  m « Sj, the problem has 
been reduced to smaller cycles, thus i f  one proceeds 
inductive rB<( s i , . . . »®n)
will eventually be seen to b e  a sum of non—positive cycles
B'(a,b) «
f  * •  •  9 O j |
B(a,b) otherwise
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handled in the second case. Therefore rB■ (s^ ,.. . , sn) <_ 0.
Therefore, B'e (I and by the maximal!ty of B, B* « B, 
so i f  (m,s)c SxS,  B(m,s) -
inf f-rB (sl f . . .  ,sn) | and ( s i , . . . , s n) e Sn) .
I f  ( s ^ , . . . , s n) e Sn is such that s^-s and sn>m, and 
( t ^ , . . . , ^ )  e Sk is such that ti«m and t^-s then 
rB(s^_,...,Bjj) + rg (t^ , . . . , tj )^ * rB( s ^ , . . . , , t j , . . * , o 
since s^ * s = t^ . This gives
- rB( s i , . . . ,sn) -rB( t i , . . . , tfc) ^ 0 which shows that 
in f { *r g (s^, • • • i ] Bi^s i s j|*m and ( s , .* . , 8 j|)e S^ }
+ inf {-rB(s1 #. . . , s n)| ■ m, sn « s and (si , ■ * • , Bjj) e Sn>
- B(m,s) + B(s,m) >_ 0.
However, B(m,s) + B(s,m) ** rQ(m,s,m) <_ 0, 
so B(m,s) + B(s,m) — 0.
Define f:s-*R by f(s) ■ f(s,SQ), 
then f(s) - f(m) « B(s,s0) - B(m,s0) 
i  B(s,s0) - B(m,sq) + rB (m,SQ,s,m)
« B(s,s0) - B (m, sq) + B(m,So) + B(sq, s) + B(s,m)
* [B(s, sq) + B(sq, s) ] + B(s,m) * B(s,m) ^G(s,m) .
A l s o ,  B ( s q , 8 q ) +  B { s q , s b ) -  2 B ( s q , s o ) »  0
so f(&Q) “ B(Sq,Sq) “ 0 and the desired f is  shown to
ex is t . j  j
From the proof of theorem 4.1 one gets Corollary 4.1. 
Corollary 4.1 I f  y ,v  eXi then 11 v -v[ | * ■ 
max { (y-v) (f) | f e =  ^ j and || f j| _< 1 } .
CHAPTER V
EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES
5.1 *r (R) l<p<«
Again, R denotes the set of real numbers. The open 
interval, (0,1), with Lesbesgue measure forms an atomless 
probability space which will be denoted by ((0,1),P).
If v is a probability measure on R one can define 
0 (v) a function from (0,1) to R by 0 (v) (t) ■ 
sup { reR | v ( (-*, r ] ) < t ) .
Theorem 5.1 If  l^p^®  and v ,8 EXp(R) then 6 (v) ,
0(B)e Lp((0,l),R), v' pe(0 )* e and
dp ( 0 <v) ,©<&)) - dp(v,8 ). Also, i f  l < p < »  and 
Y e {v> ©{0} is such that / 1 w^-ir2 | PdV « [dp(v,8 ) 
then Y- P{0 (v) >0 (p))*
Proof
Claim 1 etv)*1* a,b]) -  (v ( (-»,a1) ,v ( '-« ,b l) ]
Proof
To see that 6 (v )"^( *a,b])C ( v( (-»,a]) ,v ( (-«,b)) ] 
le t  t  E 0( v) (a,b)) . Since 0(v)(t) > a, by definition of 
6 (v) there exists r> a  such that t>v((-°°,r]) _> v( £*»,a]).
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Also, e(v)<t) < b so t  £ y((-"fb ] )* for i f  t  > v(<-«,b]) 
then since v(<-«>,b]) ■ + v((-~, r]) there would exist
r>b such that v( (-“*,r]) < t  to make 0(v) (t) r> b. Thus, 
t  e (vC-*,a) ,v(-«,b]) .
To see that (v((-« ,a]) , v((-“,b]) )S 6 (v ) b ] ) 
and thus prove the claim. Let t e  {v{ (-<”,a ] ) , v( (-“,b ]) ]. 
Since t  >v((-“,a]), as seen above with v((-«,b]),
6 (v) (t) > a. Since t£v{(-«>,b]) by definition of 0(v) 
6 (v)(t)<^b. Thus t  e 6 {v) (a,b]) • / / /
The claim shows easily that 6 (v) and 0(3) are 
measurable, and since P ((v a]) , v( (-*>,b]) ])
■ v (<-»,b]) - v( C-0D,a ] )
-  v <(a,b]) standard arguments quickly 
show that Pe(v)sV* P0 (g) " ® from which one easily sees 
that 0(v), 6 (B)e Lp{(0,l),R).
For the remaining parts of the theorem, f i r s t  treat 
the case p -
Claim 2 I f  v, 3 e X^r) then doo(v,3)
> sup {|e(v)(t) -6(3) (t) | t  e (0 , 1 ) 1.
Proof
Let X,Y e X (r) such that P„ » v and P„ -  3 . Letx  y
t  e (0,1). Without loss of generality assume 
6(3) (t) - 6(v)(t )>0.  I f  v((-<*, 6 (v)(t)])< t  then, as 
seen in the la s t claim, one would get 6 (v)(t) < 6 (v )( t) , 
thus v ((-", 0(v)(t)]) > t .  Also by the definition of
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6 (6 ) i f  e>0 then 0 ( 0 (6 ) (t) - e )) < t .
P(X-1(<-»,6 (v) ( t ) )) 0 V“1 ((0(B) (t) - e, »]))
-  P(X-l((-“ , 6 (v) (t)]) -Y"l( (-” , 6 (0 ) (t) -e]))
> P(X_1( e(v) (t)I) -P(Y-1( (-“ , 6 (6 ) (t)-e]))
»  P x ( ( - “ f E ( v )  ( t ) ] )  -  Py ( 6 ( B )  ( t )  -  £ ] )
-  (-“ , 6 (v> (t) ]) - B((-“ , 6 (B) (t) - £])> 0
I f  s X- 1 t 6 (v) ( t ) ]) Y- 1 ( (6 (6 ) ( t) -£ ,“) )
then X(s) < 6 (v) (t) and Y(s) > 6 (6 ) (t)-  e, thus 
Y(s) - X(s) > 6 (B) (t) - e -  6 (v) (t) . Since such s have 
positive measure, d® (X,Y)^ 6 (6 ) (t) - e -  6 (v)(t),  and
since e was arbitrary d®(X,Y) ^ 6(0) (t) - ©(v)(t) . 
Similar arguments will show dootXfY) _> 6 (v)(t) - 6 (B) (t) 
for any tM 0 ,l)  thus
doo (X,Y) > sup { | 6 (v) (t) - 6 (B) (t) | | t  e(0,l)}
and by the definition of d® the proof is  finished . y y y
Clearly,
5L(v,6) - d®(v,6 ) > sup (16 (v)(t) - 6 (B)(t)I | t  e(0 ,l)
_> d®( 6 {v) , 6 (6 )) _> d®(vfB) -  d«(v,0) so the case p -  “ 
is  finished.
In handling the case 1 < p <" the following lemma is 
helpful.
Lemma 5.1 I f  a < b, c<d,  and 1 < p then 
| b - c l P + | a - d | P - i a - c | ^ -  | b -d | P>  0.
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Claim 3 I f  v,3 e Xp(R) , 1 < p < », and Y e Xp(RxR) auch
that /■ | — tt2 | ^  dy -  t3p(v,B)J^ then
y( (a,b] x (c,d])
< P{ (v((-«,a]), v((-«,b])] (B { (-" ,c]) , P ( d]) ])
■ max {0 , min {v((-“ ,b]) - v((-«>,a]), 
v((-",b]) -g ( (-«,c]) , 3  { (-oo,d]) - $ ( f~°°rC]) ,
B ( «, d]) - v((~",a])}} •
Proof
The equality follows easily from examination of 
intervals on the real line. To show the inequality, assume 
Y([a,b] x fr,d])> 0, Now, the inequality can be established 
by proving the four shorter inequalities which are derived 
from the minimum collection.
y((a,b] x (c,dj) <y((a,blxR)
-  \>((a,b]) “ v((-",b]) - \>{(-»,a]) 
and the f i r s t  of these inequalities is easily shown.
The second inequality will be handled by contradiction 
so assume Y ( (a,b] x (c,d]) >v((-»,b]) - 3 ((-" ,c ]) .  Also, 
findW e Lp( (0,1), R x R) such that Pw ■ Y .
Y(Jb,") x {-°°,c] ■ y (R x ( -" ,c])- Y ( t-",b] x <-",c])
■ B ( (-" ,c )) -Y I ( I- ",b] x R) -Y ( b] x (c,"])]
■ B((-",c]) -v [ ( ,b ]) - y( (-",b] x ]
■ Y((a,b] x (c,"]) -  tv((-",b]) - B ( ( - °*vc]) ]
^.Y((a,b) x (c,d3) - [v((-",b]) - B ( (- ",c]) ] > 0.
Thus, 0 < Pw < (b,®] x {-“ ,c])
«P(W“3 ((b,“] x 00, c ])
-  PtW' o^Tr” 1 ((b,«3) W" 1 0 tt “1{ (-»,c])) .
By the f i r s t  assumption,
0 < Y((a,b] x (c,d]) « P w((a,b] x (c,dj)
■ P(W-1« ^“^((ajb]) W_ 1 0 tt” 1 ( (-®,c] ) .
By lemma 2,1 there exist
A_W”1 ott”1( (b,®]) and
B _ W*1* tt” 1 ( (a,b)) W”1 *n2 1< (-“ re])
such that P(A) « P(B) ■ a
“ roin £pw(f-b '°°l x (“ «vc]), Pw( (a,b] x (c,d]> > 0.
Also, since W” 1 © - ^ 1 ((b,*) )f\ W” 1 ©-n^ 1 ( fa,b]) ■ 0 ,
AfiB » 0 .
(A,l/otPjA) and (B,l/aP|.B) can be viewed as atomless 
probability spaces, and i t  is easily seen that 
wl Ae Lp(A, RxR) and W^e Lp(B, R x R) . Using lemma 2.3 
and techniques from theorem 2 . 1 , i t  is  possible to find 
V£ Lp(A, RxR) such that (1/»P^)V -  (l/a P |B>w B.
 ^1 °W |a e ^pt*' and E Lp(A,R) SO
( tt10W a, w2 *v) -  S e Lp(A,Rx R) . As with Lp(A,R x R) , i t  
possible to find ZcLp(B,RxR) such that
(l/aP|B>2 " tl/aPjA)u*
Define W' on (0,1) by
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W (t)
(TTlftV(t) f TT2 oW(t) ) 
-| Z(t) i f  t  e B 
W(t) otherwise
i f  t  e A
The following calculations will show that (Pwi)tt2 
Let G be a measurable set in R. F irst examine
[it2DW']-1 (G)0 B)
[ T T j o Z l - i t G )  Cl B) -  P | B ( [ tt2 « Z ] - 1 ( G ) )
1 / u p | g ( [ ,n'2 o Z ) ” ^{G) ) )
1 /o tP  | B (Z“ l  I'n-21 (G) ] )
(l/aPUjJgdT^CG)) 1 
l / a P | A ) S (TT2 1 <G)) )
1 / a P  | a ( lTr2 «»V3"1 <G) ) ]
(l/aP^A)v U2 l<G)) ]
(1/OiP 2  ^ ) 1
l/aP |B{ (it 2 ®W| B ) —1 (G)) ]
P , B < (Tr 2 oW| B ) ” 1 (G) ) -  P ( ( tt2 oW)“ 1 ( G ) 0  B) .
Now consider ( P w i ) tt2 ( G )
-  P w i U j M g ) )  «  P (  (tt 2 * w '  ) _ 1 (G) )
«  P ( (  tt2 *W, ) " 1 (G) Pi A) + P (  (ir2 *W, ) _:L(G)f \  B)
+ P ( ( n 2 » W ' ) - 1 ( G ) ( \  (AUB)C)
-  P((tt2 *W)"1 (G) 0 A) + P(U 2 #W)- 1 (G) A B)
+ P((TT2 *W)*1 (G)f\ (AUB)C) -  (Pw)tt 2<G) *
Thus (Pwi)ff2 ■ (Pw>tt 2 -  Yw 2 ■ B *
Similar calculations will show that ( P ^ i ) it
P
P
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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Now consider,
/ i^aW -tt2 «*w|P dP —/ 1 it ^  oW1 - ttjoWM d P
* /  ( I TT x oW— T^ T*WlP - ^ o W ' -  7T2 *W • I P) d p
■ ^A B( lTri oW- 7T2°wlP |P) dP
-  / A( U 1 ®W-Tr20w | p- |  Tr1 ow'-Tr2 oW* | P) dP
+ / B I ^ • W - i T j o W l P d P  + / B W 1 oW, -7r2 . W , | P  d P  
= / A ( [ IT 1 «w-TT 2 owl P -  I tt1 «v - tt2 **w | P) d p
+ a-rBl7Tl°WlB-Tr2 oWi-Bl p d{ 1/aP lB)
+ a / B|TT1 oZ - tt2 «z| p d ( l / a p , B)
-  ^ a ( N i *w - ^2 oWl P “ W2 *wl P) dp
+ a /A | tt o^V - tt2 oV| p d{l/ap|A)
+ « /A - " 2 oSi P dU/bP^)
" 1 *W " * 2 °WI P “I" 1 °V " ir2 *wI dp
♦ / a | tTiOV -Tr2 »V |P  d P  + / a | t t 1 «W - Tt 2 o v | p  d P
“ A^* 1*1 ** -  *2 «W| P + lwl*V ” 1T2 °VI P ”
|tt1 oV-TT2 #WjP - |tt1 oW - tt2 #V|P) dP
I f  te  A then by definition irj_®W(t) e(b,") and
TT2 ®W(t)e (- ", c ] • Since W|B(B)_ (a,b] x Cc,d]
for almost a l l  t  e A, one can assume that V was chosen so
that V(A)  (a,b] x (c,d].
Therefore,
tt 1 »V(t) < b < i o^WCt) 
and n 2 °W{t) <_ c<Tr2 *V(t), so by lemma 5.1
I TTj^ Wtt)-Tr2 °W{t)[ P+jn «V— ^2 * V I P“ iTTj^ aV-TTj-WlP-lT^ oW-l^ oVl P > 0. 
Since P(A) > 0 this shows that the las t integral was
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positive from which one gets
/Ji^ow - tt2«w  Ip ap - - tt2*w ' Ip a p > o.
But, from th is one can derive
f \ \ - ip apw» - ir2 ow»|p ap
< l p  a  p  -  *2 ! p  a v  -  [ a p ( v f 6 ) ] p .
Since Pw» e (v) <3> (£} this is  a contradiction. Thus,
Y([a,b] x [c,d]) ± v( i-» b])-B( [-*»fc]) .
The two inequalities which remain are symetric to the
two already shown so a l l  four inequalities may be 
considered proven as well as the claim. / / /
I f  Y is such that Y e and
dY -  [ax(v ,6 ) ]E», using claim 1 and claim 3 i t  
can be seen that Y((a,b] x (c,d]) £ p(0( v) f e(B) x<p,dD.
Since R x R can be disjointly decomposed as 
{{b + (i —1 ) (b-a),b+i(b-a)] x (c + ( j - 1 )(d-c),c + j(d -c)]}
* * 3integers,
the above inequality must be an equality or else
1 * Y(rxR) < P(e(v) f6 (B)) <R* R> “ 1 •
(-»,b] x (-"“^d] can also be dis jointly decomposed to 
show that p(e(v),e($)) and y  have the same distribution 
function, hence Y ■ p (6 (v),6 (B)) and the caBe 1 < P <" 
is  completed.
In the case p -  1, le t  F »{Ce X^(r) | there exists a 
f in ite  set F such that t(F) “ 1 } .
I f  ?i ,  C2 e p and Y e t h e n  /|Tr1 -Tr2| p dY when
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considered as a function of p is  a f in ite  sum of 
exponential functions and thus continuous. By the last 
case, / |  6 (Cj') - 0(£2 * IP d P 1 J" | i “1t2 ^ ^  a y  for a 1 1  p >
Thus by continuity /|0(£j_) - 0( t2HdP 
which shows that
/ 1 a C c x> - 0 (c2)l dp - a 1 (c1 , c2>*
I t  is  well known that f in ite  step functions are dense
in LX((0,1), R) and essentially the same arguments can be 
used to show that 6 (F) is  dense in the set of non­
decreasing Lx-functions which contains 6 (XX(R)).
Let v ,8  e X1 (R) and pick e > 0. Find £x#t2 e r' tfucl1
that dj^O (v ) , 6  (c i ) ) < e/4 and d1 (6 (c 2 ) (P )) < e / 4 .
Note that
<5l(v,ci) “ 3i (v» <_ di( 0 (v) , 6 ic^)) < e/4 and
likewise that dx(C2 »®) < e/4.
(e(v) , 0  (B))
1  ditetv) ,0(C!)) + d!(e(cx) ,e(c2)> + ax(e(c2> ,eC3>)
< e/4 + d i t e t d )  »0(C2>> + e / 4
* c / 2  + dx(cx,£2)
<_ £ / 2  + dx ( tx,v) + d^(vj_,0 ) + 3 x(0 , 5 2 ^
< dx(v,0 ) + e .
By the arbitrary size of e one gets dx (0 (v) ,0  (0 )) * d  ^ (v #0) 
to complete the proof.
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Proof of lemma 5.1
Let f ( x )  -  la + x - c | P  + | a - d | p -  | a - c | p -  | a + x - d | P .
f ' (x) -  p la + X -  c |P- 1  at x~c  -  p |a ♦ x -  d IP-1 a+*~d| a + x - c |  ^ 1 | a + x - c  j
Since c < d, a+x-c > a+x-d 
I f  x >d-a, then 0 <a+x-d <a+x-c and 
f ' tx) -  p | a+x-c ip_:L- p I a+x-d i^ 1 > 0 .
I f  c - a  < x < d -a  th en  a+ x-d  < 0 and a + x -c  > 0  so
f ' ( x )  = p |a + x - c I P ”  ^+ p |a + x - d j P “  ^ > 0 .
I f  x < c-a, then a+x-d < a+x-c < 0 and 
f' (x) * -p|a+x-c | p - 1  + p| +x-d|P**1  > 0 .
Since f * (x) >0 almost everywhere and f (0) » 0, 
f (r) > 0  when r > 0 .
In p a r t i c u l a r ,  
f ( b - a )  ■ | a + b - a - c | P  + | a - d | p - | a - c | P  - | a + b - a - d | P  
* I b - c |P  + | a - d | P  -  | a - c | P  - | b - d | P  > 0 .  j j j
5.2 Counterexamples 
In theorem 5.1, the uniqueness of the minimum joint 
distribution can not be extended to the cases p ■ 1 or 
p -  “ as seen in the following counterexample.
Counterexample 1
Define v and 6 probability measures on R by 
v ({0} ) -  v({l>) -  v({2>) -  1/3 
and P ({1} ) -  S <{2}) « $ ({4}) -  1/3.
6 8
The joint distribution Y of 6(v) and 8 (6 ) is  
T((0 > x (l)) -  Y({l) x (2)) -  Y( (2> x (4)) - 1/3.
ax te(v)#e<3)) - 4/:, d«<e<v),e<6)) - 2.
Define a jo in t distribution, A c {v)x{6 ) , by
X{{0 ) x (2}) -  A<{l) x (l)) * X( (2> x {4 }) -  1/3.
Clearly, A^y but / ■ *  an  ^ " ^*///
The mapping 0:Xp(R) + Lp((0,l),R) for 1£ p < » is an 
isometry. Such isometries do not exist in general as will 
be seen in the following counterexamples.
Counterexample 2
Define v ,6 , and £ probability measures on R by
v{ {0 }) -  v < (1 >) -  1/ 2 , 8 ({1 >) ■ 6 ( {4)) -  1 / 2 , and
C({0)) -  C({9>) -  1/2.
Simple calculations reveal that the joint distribution,
Y^  e ( v )  * ( 6 )  the minimum for 5]_/2 * s  defined by 
Yl({0) x {4}) = Y^({l} x (l)) « 1/2, the minimum,
Yj e (6 ) x {&) , is  defined by Y^fCl) x (o))
■ Y^ ( { 4 )  x {9 }) -  1 / 2 , and the minimum, e {5 } x (v)
is  defined by Y^ t Co) x (o)) * Y^({g} x (l)) « 1 / 2 .
There do not exist random variables X,Y,Z such that
px “ v' py " pz " c' d i / 2 (X,Y) -  d1/ 2 (v,B>.
^  A
di / 2 <YfZ) * d i / 2 (B,C) and d1/2(z' x> * djy2 (C#v> for 
exeunination of the minimizing jo in t distributions Y^ f Y^ , 
and Y^  will show that almost everywhere
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X-1<{0}) - Y“1 {{4}) - Z"1 ({9>) - X”1 ({1}). This is clearly 
a contradiction since
P (X”l  {{0}))-P (X”-*-{{1))) ■ 1/2 >0. Thus an isometry from 
* 1 /2 ^  to l 1/2^r * could not have images for Y,B, and 5 
simultaneously. ^
Cotan ter example 3
Even in as normal a case as p — 1 and M -  C, the 
complex numbers, no isometry need exist as seen with 
V({1}) - v({-l>) -  1/2,
&({explTTi/3]>) - B {{exp (4 r i / 3 ] }) « 1/ 2 , 
and £ ( {exp[2ri/3] }) = t (exp [5Tri/3]) ■ 1/2.
With these and C and l.lp.100 , the minimizing
joint distributions Yl r Y2 * Y3 have
^^({1} x {expfTri/3] )) « Y2( {exp[iTi/3] )x{exp[2^1/3] })
« Y3( {exp[2iri/3]} x {-l) ), 
and one can show the non-existence of an isometry as in 
counterexample 2 . y y y
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